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OUR NEIGHBORS.
Andover.

Alvirn "i\Iendall i, quite ill.

to witness the blossoming of a night
blooming cereus. It commenced to open
at eight o'clock and was in full bloom at
tweh·e.
S. S. \Vhitney of Dixfield, came up to
his farm in Carthage last week to cut his
hay. Mr. i\Iarsh, a much respected citizen.
of Dixfield who was at work for Mr. Whitney, was taken suddenly ill Saturday morning and Dr. Sturtevant
of Dixfield was
sent for, who said that Mr. Marsh had a
partial shock. Mr. l\I. was carried to his
home Saturday night.
The recent rain did lots of good to the
crops.
Some of the farmers of this vicinity have finished haying.
They say they
have secured more hay this year than last,
and of a better quality.
E. G. Berry is in Georgetown,
vis:ting
his brother, Leander Berry.
D.
Farmers are glad once more to see some
rain. Small brooks, that good strings of
fish have been caught out of, were entirely dry before the late rains.

~~i~~: ~~:

No.Z9.

Subscription. $ 1 .50 I',.r Year.
$1.25 ~f Paid in Advance.

-The reason for omitting several artiF. F. Bartlett, the jeweller, is in town
cles is that our columns haye been crowd- with a new line of goods.
eel lately.
Bears are getting to be very plenty. One
su~1;rl~i/~·ut~sE~:1i~1~: i~,~~;ntri~i~1l.e
to re-A little child of John Berry, which was trapped last week at North Surplus,
died Tuesday night, had been ill but a by Harvey Nev.ton and his cousin, and
-;,Ir. J. D. Hodge is, isit 111g his claught- few clays and was not considered danger- the ;,Iitchells of Byron caught a three-yearer, l\Irs. Iclc1Dunn, in Rockland, Mass.
ously ill. It "·as a sudden and sad be, old.
reavment.
-Miss l\Iarv Ventres has finished her
Sunday the Rev. G. Rice occupied his
school at Su1nner, and is at home ao-ain.
I -A branch of the \Voman's American pulpit, preaching to a large and attentive
0
.
Baptist Ilome Mission Society was organIn the afternoon he preached
-Members
of the Praymg Ban_d go to ized in Canton a few weeks ago, with Mrs. audience.
Roxbury Saturday, to hold meetmgs
for E. K. Carver, President;
l\Iary Ventres, at Roxbury, to a full house.. Union sertwo days.
Vice President; Flora Mitchell, Sec. and vices were held in the eYening, which were
-Re,·. l\Ir. Blake and Re"- ::vrr. Ventres Treas.
conducted by Mr. G. \,V. Partridge.
addressed an out door gathering
SLJnday
-A heavy rain beginning last vVednesMr. and Mrs. McMicheal, of New York,
e,·ening, at the band stand.
day night, caught the farmers with conare
,·isiting Mrs. S. Betton.
-Supt.
Lincoln's wife and son are stop- siderable hay out. Ko good weather for
l\feasles are spreading round again.
ping with him in Canton for a few weeks. making hay for six clays, consequently
much damage was done to the hay exposPt·c.
They are boarding at Engineer Davis'.
ed, but this is more than balanced by the
-Geo. Cushman has moved to Buck- benefit to all gro,ving crops. Nature is
Buckfield.
Farmers have put in quite a quantity of
field, and A. L. Hodge has moved into the generous with the tiller of the soil, for
The copious rain of late shortens the good hay for the past two weeks.
Ifcy"·ood tenement vacated by Cushman. there is no little loss without some great
face
of
the
farmer.
Helen Pettengill has come home from
-\Vm. Harper, formerly of Canton, is gain.
Wednesday of last week, Veranus Denow at Middleboro, ~Jass. IIe is fireman
Auburn to spend the summer, and she is
-In the account of the wedding of Rev.
on the ·passenger train from Boston to L. M. Robinson, given two weeks ago, by coster fell from a load of hay and was quite quite poorly.
l\Iiddleboro.
seriously injured.
the peculiar wording and pnnctuation,
School in Dist. Ko. 2 closed July 6th,
Leander Hoclgden is quite sick.
-l\I. K. Royal of l\Jechanic Falls, was one might infer.that all the presents menunder the instruction of l\fiss Cora Smith.
tioned
were
bestowed
by
the
graduating
in town \Vednesday.
He comes out with
Samuel Perley and \\·ife, of Livermore,
She
taught a good school and the scholars
class of the Edward Little High School.
a handsome
ne,v candy cart beautifrlly
The fact is Mr. Robinson's mother's fam- were guests of Dr. C. B. Bridgham's, one progressed finely.
painted and lettered.
day
last
week.
ily presented the handsome
and costly
w.
-Wm.
Coolidge and wife went to Liv- silver tea service, composed of some sixW. \V. Bessey's family are visiting here
ermore \Vednesday, to attend the funeral teen pieces. \Ve make the correction by
DIXFIELD.
IsaacD. Fuller is able to be on the street
of a brother, l\Ir. Joel Coolidge, "·ho liv- request, and as a matter of justice to all
Dixfield village has some street lamps
again.
ed near BrettLJn ·s l\Tills.
concerned.
Prof. Jennie Irish is meeting with grand for dark nights.
-l\Ir. J. D. Pike informs us that he has
-Up to the present time seven deaths
Almon Stockbridge was taken sick last
thoroughly disinfected his house by burn- haYe occurred at Gilbertville-six
from success as a teacher. of the piano and oring sulphur and alcohol, according
to diphtheria and one from croup which set gan. She has a class of nineteen scholars Saturday on his ,my from No. Jay to Dixthe advice of physicians.
in after a partial recovery from diphtheria.
field.
driving the stage. Drs. Richardson'
in this vicinity.
They were, one child of J. L. Darrington,
and Sturte,·ant
attend him. Congestion
DREAD.
-l\1r. C. F. De Shon of Peru has brought
two
children
of
Joseph
Jordan,
two
of
J.
to this office two branches
of currant
of the brain, it is said to be.
D.
Pike,
one
of
l\Irs.
J.
D.
McLean,
and
Canton
Point.
bushes, hea,·iJy loaded "·ith ,·ery large
C. C. Marsh was taken suddenly sick at
one of C. O. Stetson.
The remaining
fruit.
It is a handsome specimen.
Last Sunday the Sabba th school, u nd er Carthage, last week. ,
cases are a child of Albion Hollis that has
-Two Misses :\lcComb and l\Iiss Tops- has been Yery sick, but is reco1·ering, Mr. the charge of our efficient superinte nd ent,
Frnnk Stanley and wife, E. G. Reynolds
in a L. H. l\1cCollister, gave a concert, th e and wife, l\Irs. Sarah Lake, C. L. Dillingham ofKe\\· York City. are boarding for Otis H. French, having diphtheria
•
the season at John Foye's.
They are de- mild form.
first
ever
given
in
this
place,
and.
although
ham,
A. R. Hines and family, with others,
lighted with the scenery about Canton.
-The Canton Driving Association and
very little time was spent in rehearsal,the
are ca1i1ping at \Veld Pond.
-'.\frs. Christia A. vVebster, of Monroe, the Gentleman's
Driving_ association of
scholars acquitted themselves
very well.
District Deputy, G. Patriarch,
F. E.
K. II., has been stopping with her sister, Dixfield, will unite in giving two trotting
Mrs. J. D. Pike, at Gilbertville,
the past meeting:;, one at Canton Park, July 27, 28; The singing by the little girls and boys B1'cknell, assisted bj· N. L. Meands as
• is
• d ue t o M
few weeks. :Mrs. Pike was ven' fortunate
and the other at Dixfiield driving park, was ,·ery fine. i\luc I1 praise
i
rs. Grand Junior Warden, and J. H. Ellis as
• •
in having the assistance of he~· sister in Aug 3 and 4· There are $Soo in purses J .. H. French fort IH'. •mterest ta k·en 111
smg- Grand High Priest, installed the officers
the •1.1 ,·ecent trj'I·n2: ti'me of sickness and offered. On the first day of each meeting,
ing and instructing the scholars.
elect of Dixfield Encampment,
No. 28,
there
is
a
purse
of
$100
for
the
2.38
class;
th
~
r
~
dea •
on the second day of each meeting, a
The petitioners to orm a corpora 10n or Saturday evening, July r7th. They are
-\Ve have receil'ed a catalogue of Dir- purse of $75 for the :i.50 class, and~ purse
igo Business College. Aug_usta, l\fe .. 1".{r. of $150 for the 2.30 class. Entnes for !::r;~: 1e;a~:/~ee;n~~~~~~:t~:.:!i~;:·
;F~~~~~a;~lg~/j'.
:'.:s C~o~;!~1~n~~
Arthur T. Revnolds of this town. 1s in- both meetings will close on July 2+
structr•r of penmanship
in that institu-The masonic installation ,ms held at the following officers: D. lVI. Foster,nd Brown, H. P.
~ite
a hea,·y thunder shower passed
tion, and the frontispiece of this catalo&- their hall last Thursday evening, instead President; James H. Burbank, ~lerk a
ue is an engnn·ing representing
a spec1- of at the Universalist church, on account Treasurer; D. l\I. Foster, E. Childs, A. E. throuo-h Peru and Dixfield Monday afterO
Tl
I
t
d
men of his clnnl'ing with a pen.
of rainv ,,·eather. The hall was well filled Bradbury, Directors.
• 1e _name ac op e 'noon, with some small hail stones. It is
-The
Eleventh
Annual Temperance, and a ,:ery pleasant social t\me ,ms enj<?y· is Hillside Cemetery Association.
reported much glass was broken at and
Campmeetings
will be held at Sebago ed. Everything
passed otI sat1sfactor!ly
Isaac A. Ellis is confined to the house near Dixfield Center.
40 lights from Col.
Lake, July 24th and 25th,ancl at Marano- "·ith Past Master Joseph S. Mendall as inwith lame back-rheumatism,
cause. Now John J. Holman's house.
cook July 3rst and f\ug 1st .. These_ meet- stalling officer. The following is a full list
is
a
good
time
to
turn
out
and
give
him
a
J. H. E.
in"s will be the chief attraction this sea- of officers, although all were not present
so~, and will call together the ablest of to be installed :-Chas.
II. Lucas, W. M.; lift in haying
Come, boys!
The school in Dist. Ko.
closed June
4
temperance speakers. and workers.
Cyrus T. Bonney Jr., S. W.; F. O. ProcMrs. Edward Stanley, of Boston, is vis• z,:;. Ko. of scholars attending school "·ere
tor.]. W.; W. II. H. Wa_shburn, Sec.; ~nd
-The back towns are heard from, Bro. K. Foster, Treas.; Ecl,v111R. Oldham, S. iting her sister, Mrs. J. M. Holla
24 ; average number 21. The names of the
Jones, and the)' are coming to the front. D.; Arthur J. Foster, J. D.; Hirnm A. Ell\Irs. Louise Reynolds is spe nd ing a few scholars who were neither absent or tardy
Bro. Holland trotted in \Veclnesday morn- ]is, Chap.; Joseph S. l\'lenclall, Marshall;
days with l\Irs. C. i\I. Holla nd _
.
and abstained from whispering ,vere, \Viling with enough garden truck for the eel- Chas. C. Bicknell, Tyler.
1\'Irs. G. M. Park is again on the sick lie, Callie and Clyde Paul, Georgie and
itorial porringer to keep our_ courage up
a week. The i1wento1·y said-one
peck
list.
Josie Luce, Ecl,vin and Lillie Coolidge,
West Sumner.
of green peas, just dug; l_arge me~s ne_w
Mr. A. L. Childs passed through our Alice and Willie Hall, Grace, Fred and
potatoes, lately killed; slice of 111ce. pig
$3.00 instead of $300, was the amount place Monday, en-route
for Kingfie_lcl, Guv Holman and Park Newma-n.
pork, just picked.
If this don't read nght. taken from H. B. Chandler's money draw- where he is interested in mill affairs, "' 1th
"
ALMA MARBLE, teacher.
we will straighten it out after clmner.
er. Behold ,vhat a difference a small point the Gilbert Bros.
SCIENCE HILL.
Miss Rose Abbott of Rumford, is stop--The bereaved parents at Gilbertville,
makes in a high pri.cecl excitement!
Miss
The hail shower passed here doing much
and ailiicted families where death
has Abbott finds her portemonnaie,
contain- ping with her uncle, B. C. \Vaite, for a
not yet entered, have the sympathy of our
damage.
entire community,
and those who are incr a few dollars, among the missing, be- short season.
H.
Holman and Smith have secured their
The
spared from the ravages of the_ terrible siJes other things of less value.
maladv can but express one wish-that
r6 acre field of hay wi th out getting any of
rogues are not yet caught.
Canton Mt.
the disease may be stayed:
:Vhile differit
wet.
They were well pleased with their
Among the arrivals for the "·eek are
A much needed rain has given ,·egetaences of opinion may exist 111. regard ~o
success.
the contagiousness
of d1p~1thena, then: 1s Henry \V. Smith, lady, and niece, of Bos- tion a new start and gladdened the hearts
l\1r. A. C. Childs commenced early and
no excuse for neglect of the utmost pre- ton, Miss Lila Andre,~s of Portland, and of the farmers.
has a good part of his hay in the barn.
cautions.
others.
Haying is \\'ell underway, and full an
R.
Crops of all kinds are looking finely, and
-One of Canton's young men who has
aYerage crop in quantity will be procured,
-----•---lately entered the ministry,
is located at
grass has imprO\·ecl nearly one-third since
Kot a particle of calomel, nor any other and above an average in quality.
IIan110ny. The following notice of him
Re,,. F. Starbird preached at the school the copious rains.
,w clip f'rom the Uj> River 1Vews. "The deleterious substance, enters into the comThe S. School at the Centre is continuOn the contrary,
house in this district_ bst Sabbath to a
1\Ietl1odists of this place have secured the position of Ayer'~ Pills.
this medicine is carefully compounded
ino· its work favorably; Alexander Holman,
sen·ices of Re,·. l\fr. Bosworth to minister
from the curative properties of purely veg- 0o·ood sized audience.
to the spiritual wants of that congregaEtta and Fanny vVait, of ~1incy, Mass., St;pt. There will be preaching at the
Try it.
tion. Mr. Bosworth though a young man, etable substances.
are ,·isiting with their aunt, Mrs. N. H. school house on Dixfield Common July
both as to vears and in the ministry, poszsth, at 2.30 P. !\'I., by Rev. Mr. York; al~'larried.
sesses marked abilities which cannot fail
Campbell.
to secure him a high rank in the ministeDixfield- July 6th, Mr. Alonzo Benson
~iite a number of our farmers have pm·- so at the school house on Science Hill at
and Mrs. Emma F. Bartlett, both of Dixrial profession."
chased new horse rakes this season, which 5 P. 1\1.
A S. School picnic is favorably spoken
-Writers
for the press cannot be too field.
they find is a good investment.
.
careful in regard to punctuatic:n,
S<?me
Arrangements will be
S. H. Niles recently lost a nice suckling of by the scholars.
sentences "·ithout points, or with po111ts
duly made for the occasion to take place
colt in his pasture near this place. Found
inserted improperly. are as n~isleadi~g a_s
in °Nathaniel Thomas'
grove near the
a line of fio·ures with no pomts to 111d1dead, without any apparent cause.
school house.
cate their :alue.
For instance:
A West
l\Irs. S. M. Coolidge, who has been very
Sumner man ,vas reported as robbed. of
G. C. C.
feeble, is somewhat improved.
$300, instead of $3.00. Only a p~nod
East Sumner.
N. I-I. C.
omitted.
All manuscript (unl~ss wn~ten
\Vho can estimate the ,·alue of the beauby some one who has worked 111a pn1:t·
Carthage.
ing oftice) has to be carefully read, re:ns~
tiful rain of last week. Vegetation
has
A large number of the frien,ds of_Mr. and
eel and-punctuated
before the compo?1to1
wonderfully improved.
takes it. Often, this requires much tune,
Mrs. E. C. McLain of Berry s Mills, 1:1et
J. w. Stetson attended
the teachers',
and sometimes it is impossible to tell the
at their residence last Saturday evenmg
meaning of the writer.
-Mr~.

-H.

C. 0. Holt is quite sick.

-A little child of Dr. Coolidge
canker rnsh.

-Miss Kettie Richardson returned from
A new bowling alley has been built by
Bar IIarbor last Thursday.
F. P. Thomas, of the Andover House. Mr.
:~:t~~ ~ {~s
c~~1t~
tc; 1\:~tv\}~!-~~}~
h~~~~t~~~I ~:li(:~~.1~~~
1
1 1
-It is a much debated question whcth- Thomas also intends to put in a pool table
1
~c~!~~1~;lt:~~\i1~i~~1t
-~!t>~·,~r1
:' Zl~a~~~'c7,:~~
1
in this village or for the accommo<.'.ation of guests.
charged for, hut :-olicitcd when the subject has been ~ ~re han diphtheria
1

well k110,vn in thi:-; Yicinity.

R.

-l\Irs.

CANTON, ME., THURSDAY, JULY 22, 1886.

grand rally at Bar Harbor.
Misses Alice
and Hattie Norcross, successful teachers
in i\'Iass., also attended, and have been
since their return the guests of Isaac Bonney.
Mrs. Elvira Heald has been on a visit to
ReY. Mr. Rice's at Andover, and returned
Saturday.
Mr. E. L. Warren of the Cong'! church,
has been visiting relath,es and friends in
Durham.
Ezra Keen's family ha,·e all been at the
olcl homestead the past week, owing to the
critical condition of :'.\Irs. Keen.
Mr. Joy, the bridge. master on the R. F.
& B. line, has moved his family from Oakland to the stand formerly occupied by
Mrs. Adelia F. Fuller,
IIay makers have had a few days rest,
owing to dull weather, but are gainers in
the prospect of better crops.
SLOCl'M,

Ea.st Hebron.
Ji;LY 12.-The Re,·. Dexter \Vaterman
preached at East Buckfield.
He is a man
in his eightieth year. The sermon was a
very excellent one and was listened to with
much interest.
Mr. W. is visiting rehtives on the Day farm.
JULY 19.-The dull weather has caught
out a large amount of hay in this community, and some are beginning to find fault
with the long dull "·eather-some
people
are never satisfied.
N. L. Keen carried a load of new potatoes to Auburn Saturday, for which he received $r. IO per bushel.
He has gone
with another load to-day.
Mrs. A. C. Dawley of Portland, Me. ,and
her sister, Mrs. Gilmore of Florida, are
here visiting their relatives.
They were
the daughters of Capt. Benj. Jenkins of
Buckfield.
The school here closed Wedne,;clay "·ith
a picnic dinner and the attendance of parents, making a very nice time for all presint.
K.

East Buckfield.
Rev. Dexter Waterman supplied
Buckfield pulpit last Sabbath.

the E.

J. H. DeCoster has been spending a few
days with his brother at the old homestead.·
Miss Alice Merrill is spending
weeks at the \Vaterman's.

a few

w:'.s~:::t.tie

uncle,

Spillin is ,·isitingher

Some of our young

men took in Fore-

paugh, at Lewiston.
Some, we are sorry
to say, took in too mnch-not
of the circus, but that which is the root of all e\'il.
Justus Mason has his new barn ready to
store his hay in. There will be but few,
if any better barns in town.
E. DeCoster has gone to N. H., laying
water pipes.
B.B.

Franklin

Pl.

Blessed rain!
John Smith, who got quite badly cut, is
out again.
Chas. Mathews got his leg badly hurt
by a horse stepping on it one day last
week.
A form of bad cold is quite prevalent
here at present.
~1ite an excitement about fire running
near house of Frank Child.
The rain
"vetoed" it.
Frank Child has sold his stand to Llewellyn Crafts, of New Hampshire.
School in Dist. No. r, Mayclel Hemingway, teacher, closed with the following
record:
Whole No. scholars attending,
21; average, 17; No. not absent one-half
da_y, 3; "iz., Percy Child, Edgar Townsend and Rosann:i \,Ying. In Dist. No. 3,
Lilla F. Hall, teac_her. \Vhole No. scholars attending, 12; average, 1 r; not absent
half day, 4; viz., Cyrus J. Dorr, Josephine
L. \Ving, Eva A. Dorr a-nd Luana Lane.
How "John"
and "i\Iac" write up the
subject of faith!
\Ve can say to them in
the language of the Scripture:
"If _ye
know these things, happy are ye if ye do
them."
OLD PcT.

Frye.
A part of the Canton Prnying Band will
be at Roxbury and hold a meeting Saturday at half past 5 o'clock, P. M.; Sunday
at the Porter school house at ha~f past IO
A. M._; and _at the P,oplar Hill school
house 111Mexico, at 2 o clock P. M.

I

Sliam Mushrooms.
and the government did a most sensible
A Balloon Ad,enture.
aet when it abolished the sun dance,
Balloons are frequently used in war"You notice on the bill of fare tbatt
now
which every Indian was compelled to at- your tnrtle soup is but ten cents more peri
time for the purpose of observing the poThe Black Stallion
Ovvned
by
It should be
A Barbarous
Rite
that
Has
plate
than
mock
turtle
soup,"
said
~
sitions and movements of the enemy, and
tend or be held in disgrace by the lead,
everywhereto
a Federal
Captain.
Been Abolished.
stranger in a great. ~1lded eating house.I
they were resorted to by the Federal
ers.-Creigliton (Neb.) Pioneer.
"Calipash and Ca!Jpee-green
fat-an:
whichspring
army while it was on the Peninsula durhistoric delicacy, famed in the history ofi highways; an
How the Steed's Capture Made the Con- ing the war between the North and the Fasting and Feasting Followed by a
'!'he Strain of City Life;
the world's metropolis as the acme ofl
beneglected.
Read the following facts with regard
federacy Much Trouble.
epicurean delight, for ten cents more'
Sickening Display of Self-Torture.
South. One. balloon was handled by a
borhoodin w
to
Chicago:
From
1852
to
1868,
populathan
a
fried
meat
ball.
But
the
age
like
3
detail from the Fourth l\Iaine Regiment,
l!lntureenougli
An ex-Confederate tells the following
The wild Indian Sun Dance, which tion increased 5.1 times what it was in to think it is eating turtle soup. It
and a writer in the Grand Army Sentinel
sounds rich, therefore the vc:1ll_ycounteradjoining field
the first period. The death-rate in- feit. I am going to eat a 8pan:sh omewar story in the Detroit Free Press : "In tells o~ an ad venture which befell it and was held for the last time during June,
terest of the
one of the early cavalry engagements
which was saved from a disastrous end- 1883, with its barbarous and cruel in- creased 3. 7 times. The deaths from let," co_ntinued the strnngcr, ch_anging
bave the big
the subject.
The stranger gave hrs order
nervoua disorders increased 20. 4 times.
around Brandy Station the squadron to ing by a soldier named John. While there flictions, is one of the historical features
to
a
colored
waiter,
who
yawued
and
to do this beca
which I was attached captured a Feder- was no particular qualification in John's
of savage superstition that will never Chicago is perhaps a fast place, but the
twisted his mustache, and the omelet was
property, and
al Captain who belonged, if I remember habits that would make him a hero, still again be repeated. Prior to the comple- figures are significant of the wear of city brought.
The str,rng ·r i11V"estigatedthe'
right, to a command called the Harris he is the hero of this tale :
tion of the sun dance circle, when three life on the nervous system.
ingredients of the ~avory mc.,s with his• of their care s
Light Cavalry. We got several o!:her
Is not this strain of the nervous system fork, and on the encl of the utensil pro-: pens-e. Usual
One fine day, when all the army was days are taken to feasting on dog soup,
"Look at this," h~ couldbe done
prisoners at the same time, but the in- at rest, and the balloon corps were loung- dancing, giving away ponies, cattle and a peculiarly American clanger? To be dnced a mushro:im.
said. Then he picked at the upp~t:zina1 the scythe b
cident would not be worth mention ex- ing about waiting orders, they w3re everything else that gives evidence that sure, all brain-workers in all countries
vegetable with hi,; knife, scraped on ti~
cept the fact that we captured with the aroused by the arrival of Gen. Porter.
the "heart is good," the chiefs, sub- are liable to it, but in our country cli- covering of sauce, and began paring thei there are proj
in the fence,
Captain a horse destined
to make The general was very much in earnest,
chiefs and head men meet in council in matic influences increase the tendency.
stem. It crnmp"cd under the operntio~
in a decidedly unvcgetable way. The; -wouldcost ver
the Southern Confederacy considerable
and very much in a hurry, could not some woodland, where they select twcl ve Under these influences we have developed
reporter's eyes popped out on his cheeks. 1 darn11ge
it wou
trouble.
He was a powerful black wait for the head and manager of the virgias who are to do the honor of cut- national characteristics, showing in form
"What is it?" as asked.
'
stallion, and
had
been purchased
"Dough," rcvlicd the stranger.
"It is overseers do
flying ship, who was absent, but must ting the pole. A number of young In- and feature. We do things in a hurry.
this work don
of a Maryland farmer on account of his
take a trip into the upper atmosphere to dians are appointed to make search for a We are in haste to get rich. We are in an old trick. i\Iushrooms arc scarce and
their duties, it
beauty, action and endurance. The pur- reconnoitre the enemy's lines. To his good pole for the occasion (which has, haste to be wise. We have no time for high. Still the patrons like to have the
sensation of ordering mushrooms in tbab {orethe annua
chaser knew that the beast had an evil
request, which was a command, there however, been selected a long time be- excrcisl'. We have no time for play.
composition.
E prices were put up t~
temper, but he depended on army life
upon. If proll
J fore) and finally, after
considerable de- Both exercise and play are by serious peo- the mushroom
market
they woul~
was no refusal.
to cure him.
abandon the resburnnt.
So they ust1 voteis taken,
Movements of the balloon during its lay, the twelve virgins each take an axe, ple often looked upon as a waste of time
The Captain, having been fairly capaf!ainst it.
and give the pole one cut, the young for adults, however good they may be dough. It is harmles.;. I would advise
flight were controlled by a rope reaching
tured in armed conflict, could only exthatnot only t
The crossing for children and young people. A boy the proprietor to stick to dough, and not
the ground and securely fastened to a bucks finishing the job.
indulge in toadstools, which might work
pect honorable treatment, but he did
the highways
of a stream is superstitiously forbidden,
must be a man before his time, and a girl
iniurv."-Philadelp/tia Press.
take. All bemg ready, the General
feel awfully cut up at losing that horse.
everyman wh
be
prim
and
staid,
and
----stepped in and was allowed to move and when the young Indians are ready must
He claimed to be the only man who had
dmerican.Agri
they march in triumph to the place se- must not
romp
like her more
Pl1otogrnphs of Co!ign.ssmen.
slowly and surely towards the clouds.
succeeded in riding, or who could conBefore them fortunate brothers, but must be a sober
There are two gallerie, here in Wash.
Everything ran smoothly until the full lected for its "planting."
Clo
trol his outbreaks of temper, and he
ington which are of particular interest
extent of the line wa, reached, when rush a thousand young braves on ponies, woman after she has entered her teens.
to visitors. One is the ro;rucs' gallery ot' ' The followi
warned us to look out for deviltry. Our
snap went the rope and away went the who fire off rifles and revolvers until out- It seems as if the battle of modern life
the
Secret
Service
Division,
in
tile
Treas.
& letter sent to
Captain appropriated the beast for his
(at least of modern city life) was a battle
ury Department.
The olher is a private
General. By some accident there had side the limits of the encampment, which,
mentStation, •
own use, but it was only a day or two
of the nerves. ·'From nursery to school,
concern where pictures of members ol
been a few drops of the acid used in together with their yells, would drive
before he discovered that he had a TarCongress are exhibited for sale.
The done to give
from school to college, or to work, the
generating gas spilled on the rope, mak- off any evil spirits that might be hangfirst thing when a new member of Con- growth of clo
tar on his hands.
His orderly attempting it worthless; so when the strain came ing around; and that is their part in the strain of brain goes on, and strain of gress or other celebrity arrives at the
yield:
ed to sadd:e the horse, and was seized
play.
The pole is raised and green nerve-scholarships,
examinations, specit parted.
Capital he is caught before a camera, and
There is mu
and shaken about until he was laid up
brush is placed in a circle about it, while ulations, promotions, excitements, stiman "image of himself" is Rtamped on a
Porter was frantic.
He was drifted
for a month. Then three soldiers tried towards the Confederate lines, and in the pole itself is gorgeously decorated
bit of cardboard.
All these shadows of ers in a:I par
ulations, bng hours of work, late hours
cloveris grow
it, and one had a leg broken by a kick his excitement was as helpless as a child. with strips of calico in all the brilliant
of rest, jaded frames, weary brains, jar- great men are labeled ancl hung up in
big frames in public places for saletake as well as
and the others abandoned the job. The At this point my hero came to the front, hues, which have been placed there as ring nerves all intensified by the exigensome in groups, some singly.
This is
thecrop is mu
beast was chuck full of old Satan, and with the requisite quality for saving the o:fferings from some dusky maiden or old cies of our school and city life." The
the only way many of tlle memb~rs of
in former yea
on the night of the day he laid out the general from an inglorious flight over the squaw.
the lower House become known to the
worst of the mischief is, that this strain
public. The pictures sell according to
clover crop h
two men he broke loose from the feed- enemy's camp. John was blessed with
The sun dance among these wild peo- falls most of all upon those from nature
the
popularity
or
notoriety
of
the
subdamageto far
line and disabled three horses before he an immense pair of lungs, and they were ple is a barbarous religion with them.
and circumstance least able to bear it-ject.
Some are in gre.tt llcmam1.
Of
Thereit is at•,r
could be secured.
in splendid condition.
From a boy he During the year an Indian has prayed to upon our women. Public opinion frowns
others, half a dozen will drug tho
beenc10,)ped
The captain was advised to relinquish
market.
had been noted for his ability to make a the Great Spirit for fortune in hunting,
upon their exercising like men. Yet,
Members of Congress do not get roybeclover-sick.
his prize to the artillery, but he refused. noise, and he also had a good, honest,
restoration of health or some other wish, with a nervous system more sensitive
alty
on
their
pictures,
as
do
famous
act•
A more perfect horse you never saw, and generous share of mouth.
condition of t
for which he promises, if the prayer is than man's, they need the very exercises
resses. One new member demanded this,
one could tell by the look of him that
though many
To these two gifts of nature was Gen. granted, to make some sacrifice or dance
(out-of-doors) which, by a mistaken pubbut he was ad vised ihat in hi.~ case it
he had all the speed that a reckless Porter indebted for his relief from his at the annual sun dance, which was lie sentiment, they are often forbid<len
made. Them
would not be remun~rati ve, ancl h,
vielded the point.- Wa.qhinutonSiar.
rider could ask for, and all the bottom unpleasant situation.
that the soil an
All signs and ver- usually held during the IP-onth of June.
to take. The healthy house-work is
needed for long marches.
He was bal instructions as to wh<it he should do
lime,magnesia,
It is composed of fasting and feasting
often deputed to a servant either beHints to Consumptives.
starved for two or three days, and this to get down were a failure, until John
combined, the ones who have made vows cause too hard for our American girls, or
Consumptives should use food as nourishing aretaken out o
process seemed to work a cure. He be- was called upon.
fasting for several days, and those who too much beneath them. -Popular Scienu
as can be had, and in a shape that will best bythe growing
came good-natured and gentle, and dur:i!':tt~ with the stomach and taste o~ the pa. ootproved to 1:l
One shout was enough-"Pull
that are to "see them through" feasting on Monthly. ________
ing the next ten days was humble as any rope over your head!"
The General delicious young dogs made into soup.
Out-doorexercise is ea1·nestlyrecommended. ofthe crop, buf
beast bestrode by a private.
Then, heard and obeyed. Yes, and he pulled
thing better it
Mothers who have asked the Great Spirit
There isS~ia:::;;:r•~"~:~!~ed:.V.hich has
If you are unable to take such exercise on
early o::ie morning- we got the call of with a will, for be entirely collapsed tho
it probable an
some favor bring their babes and b
d f
th
h d d
s~u~::;;~;~;~
~~~i!:r!,u~'::i~-~~
I
1
"boots and saddles" and made a skip of balloon, and clown he came like a shot. for
young ch.ldren to be , 'gouged" in the
een p aye or
e ast un re years,
,
testit. Fort
ten mJcs to head off a party of Federal
~~~:;~t,:':\:~:;c~:u~:e~ ~:r~~;;,:·c~r!t~o::
venient fertiliz
It was a fearful moment; all expected to ears with anything but sharp knives by and as the turning point is avarice the
raiders. Our battery took position on a see him dashed to atoms. But he was the ''medicine men" (who are on hand
game works forty-nine times where it
open air.
andplast.er, as
1
hill the highway led over, ancl we deploy- reserved for another fate. Fortune was in rrreat numbers), the girls receivinrr fails once. Two sharpers set out a few
Medicines which cause expectoration mu. 1
missing constit
~
1
t O J 1·t
W
t
be avoided. For five hundred years phy.
ed to right and left to support it.
The with him, for the balloon came plump two~ inflictions in each ear and the boys
tureof the two
wee cs ago
P ay
on a ayne coun Y sicians have tried to cure Consumption by
th
enemy were not going back without a down on to a Sibley tent, and the Generone, for which the medicine man receives farmer. One of
em came along one u ing them, and have failed. Where there ill
titiesmight be
fight. They planted their guns and al stepped forth from the wreck safe and a pony or two. Women have their arms, day and wanted to buy the farm. As the
poundsof it us
:~:~~-g::i.::~g:i;-e:~r-:~l!~e t~:~:et;~ns; ;~~~
1
got to work, ac1d their cavalry filed into sound, but rather badly shaken.
beapplied earl
shoulders or face cut as they may have farmer wanted to sell it was quite easy to
profuse expectoration. Now Pisa's Cure restr
the field to test our metal.
ofsowing the c
promised at the time.
Groups of men
ike _a bargain.
The price was to be moves the engorgement and the derangement
Whether it was the firing', the sight of
A Flogging lUachine•
d
cl
"th
t
d f
$4000 In cash, and the man handed over of the secretions. and consequently (and in
A French savant, namcJ Henri R"get,
an. women_ ance wr . up urn~
aces $250 to bind the barrrain.
·within
two
this
way
only)
<l.iminishes
the amount of matthe Yankee flag, or because his term of
O
to the burn mg sun, tootma- contmuously
ter cxpccioratecl. This medicine does not dry
E. M. W.
good behavior was ended I know not, hailing from Ly~~s, has, it ;s stated, a a whistle made of an an~elope's bone. I days a second stranger came a'.or'lg and up a cough, but removes the cau.~eof it.
withthe cow
but that black horse suclclenly began his new use for dcctncrty. . Ifo bas a patent All these arc preliminary to the most wanted the farm. He wanted rt so bad
,,Jien it is impossible from debility or other
homemade cal
antics.
The Captain could stick to the to apply to 1t as a. substitute for the cat- barbarous and painfnl task of bcin(r that he conlc.1n't stand still. Ile founU. rnuscs to exercise freely in the open a.11·.apart•h
t Th
"' indications of coal, natural iras and oil, ;n,_,C,:.~lt,.[:;cf_
~-sif~lc~I~;-~\1!~a~_;g;,'Jt:~/:i~i1e~:iig experiencehas
saddle, but could not control him. The o'ninr tails in co1 )O c tl
:- • .
• 1 r ' pums ~en •
e brave. The young men who have fixed
ct h
. .
t
. "' ~
oi fresh au- m almnc,ance.
beast plunged in and out of our lines, culpnt, havrng been unclr~ssed, 19 se_cur~- their hearts upon this torture by going an
betterto let th
e was WI 11mg ogive ..,6, 000 for the
'i'he snrface of the_ boriy should be _sponged
1
pushing over horses and des'.roying our ly cti:apped to a steel tnangle, which :s through the ordeal of being cut in the place. The idea was, of coarse, that the !~3
1;'L~t~ee;g1
Is~~;;:c1(T1Js"/!\'.-~~~~n,ti:-,tri 1few days-till
alignment, ancl then made a rush on our conne_ctcLl with one_pole <•~a powerful two br 0 asts and a sinew p~ssed throuorrh farmer would be awful sick of his first any other.) After thoroughly drying:, nsa
least-if what ti
11
1
01
th 0 1
sale and seek to buy the man off. It c'r,i,·cd·~iL
1~-ew,.
iotl,:
ollJ~oh1·'.;' t.1<;c
b:~,-its.le!!T,1s
1~'eie
guns. !·saw him jump over two of the batt
outevery day.
. ery. Th. e o tl~er po 1c. 1s c:mnec t cd the wounds, are tied to a rope attached
·
·
'
• 1,s ti~a'
pieces with my own eyes, and I learned
li her udder is
with the whip_, which cons1~ts of a num- to the stationary sun dance pole, which would P!IY him to offer the man $1,500
~-~1m·1b~~~~
1
1
afterwards that he severely injured three ber: of st_ccl_
inakeslittle d •
wr'.·cs cov~rcrl with a. sponge. they endeavor to break out by continu- to releas,, him.
~:;~~: \~~,t~~/if;,~~~st~';.e~~1;;~ \~~o~:~~~ ~~\:
of the artilleri,ts.
For five minutes he· This whip IS dipped m water before the ous dancing and jc1king.
forthe calf, si
Their faces
The secon<l stranger was only out of f/~':;1-~o\-~,e~i~i\'.nJ~lC;~'fi
~;~ 'l~\0 ~,'.;~i~;r~v!~
prevented the use of two of the pieces, stroke i_sadministered, al/-d "'.'hcn:ver the are lifted to the s~orching June sun sight when the first one turned up again. ~\;if; ~i;~e;·e~1':}~ti;: :g~i;~e ~bii\~~s~~!t:~
lyand often.
0
1
and during this time the Federals were
leach a calf
wtaektesw1rlaecse
touTchh~u elctcotncld~scbtahrget while they blow o:i the antelope bone
:~u;! ~oant;_redTl1oevefrurmtherc
cpxrpolsap1·encetd,
~'\ve'~j1?1~~:;,~·aya word in re~"rd 1o a cough
pounding us bot and heavy.
The horse
P
•
e lllV"n r C aims a whistle.
To contribute to their success
~
rn 1he f rcnmg stage, where the,·e is no confinally reared, fell back 011 the Captain the chastisement can be made so mild some near friend or relative throws o~t that he had been oficrcd $2,500 more, ~;'.:~t~~-n!~;'~;n~,,~e:1~ctoii;~;'/:~~se~il
0
and crushed him to a jelly, and then as not to injure a schoolgirl, while, on sticks to the surrounding crowds, and a and added:
't m 1ts m, des form, to sav the Jeu-st it is a
youare about '
sprang up ancl rushed for our left wing. the other hand, by incrcasin 00- the power
bl •
d
h
"But I don't care for money. The nnAs~~,~~h
~~c~~Wk'~~~; ~-'t~~~tm to~ of disboring a hole
scram
e
rs
ma
e
to
secure
t
em,
as
each
and
its
all
the
~ase.
It stands ": conspirator. with threaten-Half a dozen dismounted men tried to of the battery, a punishment can be ad- stick entitles the holder to a pony. In- $4,000 is enough for me,
enpail close t
mg voice. rr,.enacmgt!>e health and existence
01
catch him, ancl when they failed we ministered beside which the knout would voking the Great Spirit for success is old farm is worth.
When you arc ready
a v,t.al t·fian.bllt.s fil-st approac , is in whisdrawing throu
to pay the balance we '11 make out the E:~~~;{:\~u~
i,~~\m~-i~•~~;~~
f~"{j~ 0m~•ft~1its~Yr
opened on him with our revolvers.
Out be mere child's play, ancl at the same
three or four i
general by the medicine men, while
undcr~too<l-;1e,·erfalls to cb.im the attentiun
of fifty shots one or two bullets raked
tube wound in
time no injury is inflicted, the disgust- groups of da!\cers with whistles and papers."
ofl~11i~~,\~a';;~~~iu~tls~itl1outdiseaseof the
him, ancl then be was mad. IIe rushed ing spectacl~ of a lasccrated back is bands of nearly naked wiid men, painted
the inner end
The purchaser oiiercd to release him ;;:,_~~~fiest~~1ue;,
~,~nastfiet.,nvtdinonacsl
c1,,ifstuP11:sboa·nscc~·,,s1;oe
into our ranks with open mouth, biting,
avo:ded, and the culprit, instead of hav- in all colors, yellow, green, red, blue, for $1000-$700-$500-$300,
but the will be ;ill you m~ need, while if you ro far
the pail with
striking and kicking, ancl just when we ing to be sent to the hospibl to have his black, white or purple, in wh')le, in farmer didn't want to be released.
He ~~;;~~!;1:tt~~ff~~~f~~~;,,_s;~~~tlct~~-les
may
lbe edge of
were in a lrnbbub the Federals charged wounds healed, can be put to work in part or combinations, with the designs hung to the bargain-money, and he's got
_______
_
l!'orthe centre
us.
We were licked inside of thrE.e five minutes after the flogging is over. of hands, horse shoe prints, horses, Indi- it yet, while the pair of sharpers rave
"A lVONlH~1n·ur,
OJ,'~'F:U."
lubeto a bab
minutes, and but for the way the other M. Roget intends petitioning Gen. Bou- ans, etc., go throuo-h mournful singino- ancl gnash their teeth every time they
Among the 150 kinds or Cloth Bound Dolmilk will ru
wing and the battery held on every one langer, the French Minister of War, to to the beats of a "dozen great drum:,
think of the thicknes~ ot his skull.(ar volumes glvon away by the Roche3ter
intothe calf's
(N. Y.) ~mei'icwn Riwal Home for ever.y $1
of m would have been gobbled.
As it allow his patent to be used experiment- makin,,,o- the conoo-lomeration of nor·ses Detroit Free Press.
to suck. Aft
subscnptiou to that 8 page, 4S column 16
was we lost five killed, seven wounded
ally on the next soldier sentcn. ed to the anything but what a band leader would
Berths in Sleeping Cttrs.
year old weekly. (all 5x7 inche!l, from 300 to
suck in the us
and thirteen taken prisoners, and were cat. Fl :gging is not in existence in the term , 'harmony."
On the occasion to
A physician. referring to the custom of !JOOpages, bound in cloth) are:
the fingers, an
thankful to get off with those results. French army, nor is it likely to be rntro- which this article refers but one out of travelinrr on sleeping cars wi"tl1the berths Law Without LawDanelson's (M:aclical)
through the f
~
rers.
Counselor.
The Federals got the black horse as well, ducLd to test th3 machine.-Electrical
out oi the pail
WoJ•ld.
the three succeeded in breaking the flesh made up with their heads towards the Family Cyclopertia. Boys' Useful Pa,times.
and some of the men who were taken
will not have
from the breasts-and
he proved the engine, said: "It is certainly bad for the i:::~e~Jc~Jcfi~~kPiv,M,:_~:,rsBefore the
prisoners afterwards told me that the anithose which d
An Artist's Wit.
meanest as well as bravest-the
others brain of the sleepclr as it is not natural,
breeders' Guide. Peoples' History of
mal quieted r:ght down as soon as he
Thing unheard of before: the painter faintinrr;
and
some
of
the
few
whites
d
·t
•
Common
San,o
iu
United
States.
gulps, and co
~
an 1 rs no wonder that so many travelPaultry Yard.
Unive,·sal Hts. of all
saw the blue uniforms about him.
:Munkacsy has made a witty 1eply. A present became faiut themselves durmg crs, especially those who have been on World C_y<.:lopedia.
Nations.
Weil.-.N. Y. TVienna
gentleman
came
to
•see
him
the
the
progress
of
this
horrible
torture.
the
road
exclusively,
experience
bad
efPop~~;.~~~tg:·rii:~?
Sile Had Luck.
Hints
At the close of this festival, lasting fects from it. Take infants in baby car~~Y 0;10 book and,Pfi:PP:r
o~e year, postpaid
"Oh, but I struck a streak of luck at other day, and explained that hJ would
There is no
riages and no sane woman will think of foi ~1.1:, only!
Satisfaction guaranteed.
church this morning," said Mrs. Fangle like to buy some picwres by h:m; about eight days, the Indians returned
Reference: HON. C. R. PAltSONS, Mayor,
farmwhich ca
"only," he added, " [ cannot afford to to their homes to find themselves either trundling the vehicle along so the child Rochester. for 11 year3 past.
Samp'.es 2c.
when she returned home yesterday.
trouble•and a
They always -except RURAL Ho~rn Co·, LTD., Roche,ter, N, Y.
"What was it, my dear1" asked pay the prices you now ask. Could you richer or poorer than when they left; but goes head first.
lllent of hired
., Fanglc.
not tell me where I could find some ol a large storehouse of rations furnished by the young and inexperienced motherdo~~.i~~;i~a:~i~qt;;~s~~,f~~fdo~n,lioapt~a;veAambea,~,-:
cows; this apIJ
Physicians can implements.
~
vu
''The alto was away, and the leader your early work, painted when you were the government supplied their wants to push them along feet first.
to extensive d
a young m:m in I-Iungary-som~thing
at least a limited extent.
On their re- invariably advise such locomotion.
It
No li>;dYshoul_d_li-_v_e_i_n_p_e-rpe-tu-al
fear, and
asked me to take hl"r place.''
the hired hel
that I could buy cheap?"' "Certainly.: turn home they found what few crops is the sam th·
th
d
suffer from the ncore seriou · tro1tbles that so
"I don't see mnch luck in that."
·e ar·c two 01· tlu·,•e hundred i11 n1y n~: 1 they had put in before they left liad
' e mg on e cars, an no one olten ap11ear,when Dr. Kllmer's C0MPLETB
fo:eigners, fe,
"Don't you? Not when I had my thcl
~ I
should hes.itatc about ha vino- his berth FiiMAu: H1mEoY 1sccrtam to prevent and curs
lllilk in their 1
th
lovely new bonnet on, and the choir tiv-e village of Mun .acs-tbe houses tl,al, either got behind the growth of the made up so as to move alon: feet first. Tumor a~d Canc~r ere.___ _
Bonthat in th~
faces the
congregation? - Pittaburg I painted when 1 was Micirnel Lieb, i· weeds or eaten 1:-y stray stock.
Thus It.is much better for the brf\in. "-St.
ntiqt~trJ~f. 8
Jf.~~:i;It~1 ~~newer ha.,
{]ho"fmir.l;i.
•
ingthe cows i
uninter and s!iazier.-London
Trutf..
, the oro.!lressive Indian failed to DrO!lress., Paul Glo"/Je.
_Is ~;e~~l~;:;c~=~
cure for chills and fever
tile women.
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American dairyman is forced to break in
new hands to the business
/
.
'.l'oo Sarcasttc.
M'I1 •
•
First Dude-"Ole fellah what do you
kmg demands the exerc·se of gen- think of Miss Commonsens~?"
It should be part of the road work
Sec~n~ Dude-"Well,
ma deah boy,
everywhereto keep the weeds cut down tl~ness and patience on the part of the
whichspring up along the s'des of the milker. In order that a cow may be me. op1mon of her is not vewy fwatd
•
twmg."
highways; and thi.s wc,rk should never '.11ae fairly profitable to her owner it is
First Dude-"Thath
bad Wat's the
beneglected. There is scarcely a neigh- important that she should be made to weason you don't wike her?;,
S;cond Dude-' 'Too deuced sahcastic,
borhoodin which the highways do not feel that the milker is her friend, :from
She don t ye kno-..y.. W'y the other day we
matureenough weeds to seed half the whom she has nothing to fear.
should be tau"'ht to antici t
th·
were out w1dmg, she and I, and we
adjoiningfields. It would be to the in.
o
pa e no mg passed by one of these donkeys a mis.
terest of the owners oi those fields to but kmd treatment each and every time wable animal, you unnerstan, and '1 asked
bave the highways mown; but they fail he approaches her. Under such proper her the difference between that beast and
the cow will never get ex- Dl;Jsclf. I thwought sh3 would say she
todo this because the roads are public conditions
't d
d •
didn't know, and I would tell her that
property, and they feel that every item ci_e , an will be ready to yield her the donkey dwew loads and I dwew pieoftheir care should be part of public ex- milk freely and without restraint, always iures. Ye know I am a sort of an ahtist
pense. Usually nearly all of the work presuming the milker's ability and dis- and that would be a fwine joke, bah
to draw the -fluid smoothly and Jove."
couldbe done with a two-horse mower, position
'dl
. .
.
First Dude-"And
what did she say?"
Second Dude-"Sbe said the onwi difthe scythe being necessary only where aapi Y· Unless this is accomplished the
thereare projecting post, sharp off-sets cow will not yield her full quantity of wence she could see was in the. length of
ihe ears. "-Detroit F1·eeP1·e8s.
in the fence, etc. This done the work milk.
In practice, there are many bad
would cost very little compared with the
Bott·en's Budoet, Fort Plain, N. Y., for March,
damRgeit would avoid.
If the road workers among the hired help, who are 1886, says: ln the multiplicity of medicines
upon the market, it is sometimes difli•
capable of doing well were it not that placed
overseers
do
not
feel
disposed
to
have
cult to distinguish between the meritorioueand
"It ilr
they
are
indifferent,
work
leisurely,
stop
the worthless.
There are at least two exc·elthis
work
done,
fearing
that
it
is
outside
rce and
lent remedies widely used, the efficiency ot
ave the
theirduties, it should be brought up be- and talk one with another or with a which are unquestioned.
'.Ve refer to St. Ja,.
in thab forethe annual town meeting and voted caller, and finally spend as much time in wb~ OU and Red Star Coul(h Cure,
t up to
milking one cow as should be consumed
upon.
If
properly
presented
before
the
The City of Mexico lrns fifty bakeries and
woul~
l,fiOOplaces for the sale of intoxicants.
inhey use voteis taken, very few, if any, will vote ID milking two animals. Far better clu ling eight hundred and seventeen shops
where the ropular pulque is sold. 'l'h,s bevadvise
against it.
It may be well to suggest that the milker should apply his mind erage
has about the SHme
potency
as ]agar
and not that not only those who have fields by and hands vigorously to the work before beer, 1<nd is regarded as a tonic and blood
maker.
ht wor1'
the highways will be ben.efitej, but him for the needed time to milk the cow,
then take a rest if necessary, and a time
Solicitor of Patents,
F. 0. McCleary, of
everyman who passes along the road.for talk, rather than to allow either to Washington, D. C., says the only thing that
dmtricanAgriculturist.
ien.
did him any good, when sufferin,: with a severe
interfere with regular and swift milking.
cough of several weeks' standing,
was Red
n Wash.
All talking should be omitted while Star Cough Cure, which is purely vegetable
Clover-Sick
Soils.
.As a healthful summer drink. with water, m~,
Dangers, In the shape or alarming ills, threaten
interest
and free from opiates and poison.
iced water, lemonade, effervescent draughts and
the household at this season. which, !lf neglected,
·::illeryoi ' The following' was written in reply to drawing the milk.
1nineral waters, it 1s the best.
become prostrating
diseases.
To guard against
e Treas. aletter sent to the New Jersey ExperiPirkerel
shooting has become a. f1tvorlte
Even under the most favorable condithem requires vigilance, abstln.ence, and SANFORD'S
Mothers worn out with the cares or maternity or
sport at Lake Whitney,
near New Haven.
private
the household, or when weak, nervous and hystertions, and with the most capable help 'l'he sportsman with his rifle walks along the GINGER.
bers of mentStation, inquiring what could be
ical, should take a dose of this de!lciou.s lnvigorThis unrivalled household panacea and delicious
bnnk, and when a pickerel
darts out from
.
The done to give more certainty to the that can be secured, dairymen sustain 11ear the shore and stops an instant near the summer medicine Js an original combJnatlon or Im- ant. No other remedy is so wholesome, palatable,
losses in the possible ~~~ffi~g_he fires, and if he is a good ehot, kills ported Ginger. Choice Aromatics, and French and sa!o tor delicate women, young children, and
of Con- growth of clover and to increase its considerable
Brandy, vastly superior to all other "gingers" aud
the aged.
at the yield:
product of their cows. But when the
household n1edfcines known to physicians.
For the nervous, sleepless, and mentally and
era, and
Where Are You Golnirf
It instantly relieves crnmps, and pains, speedtly
phys1caliy overworked
or worn out, SAN.FORD'S
There is much complaint among farm• negligence, temper an.d passion of hired
1
cl on a
checks all forms or summer complaint, prevents
GL"iOEn is a pure and safe invigorator.
It eradico
!i?~t~~"i,fit~~~~,~~i~t'ii°e~'J',,.~~e~~~~~~!,°,:
ows of ersin a:l parts of the country where help intervene, still greater losses must o_n.the skin, coated tongue, sluggish circula.- indigestion, destroys disease genns in water drunk, cates e. craving for intoxicants tn those addicted to
er up in
cloveris grown that the seed does not be incurred. Cows should never be t1~n, or a hacking cough, you are going into restores the circulation and digestion when sus- their excessive use, allays nervousness. assists
pended by a chill,-a
frequent
cause of cholera
digestion, and promotes sleep.
your grave if you do not take steps to cure
saletakeas well as it did formerly, and that vexed or worried by man, boy, or dog.
yourselt. If you are wiso yon will do this by morbus,-breaks
up colds and fevers, and wards
Beware of worthless "gingers,'' offensively urged
This is
use of lJr. Pierce's "Golden Medical Dis- off'.malarial, contagious, and e1-1iden1ichuluences.
by mercenary druggists, on those who call for
thecrop is much more likely to fail than The surroundings of a cow should be the
covery,n compounded
of tho most efficacious
b~rs of
ingredients
known
to
medical
science
for
givin former years. This failure of the such as to make her comfortable and ing health and strength to the system through
to the
SANFORD'S
CINCER,
SANFORD'S
CINCER,
ding to
the medium of the liver and blood.
clovercrop has also become a serious free from annoyance or excitement.-E.
The Delicious
Summer Mcdlci11e.
Is Sold by nil Druggists
and Grocers.
D.
Richards.
e subdamageto farmers in foreign countries.
Reports reecived from tbe marine station of
1. Of
the U.S. Fish Commission
at Wood's Holl,
Thereit is at',ributed to the land having
Household
Ulnt•.
g the
Mass., announce
the complete
success of
beenc10,)ped with clover till it is said to
It is stated that lemons will keep the uttempts recently begun to propagate lob::iv.cAB..L::CN
Magazine
ster:; artilicially on a practical scale.
et roy,
beclover-sick. No certain cure for this several weeks in lard pails covered close•
'
For l:,.rge or small game-all sizes. The ,tronges~ ,hooth:!i•fle m11.da.
ons act• condition of the soil has been found,
accuracy gu~ranteed, and lhe only absolutely s.afe rifle ou t
market.
ly.
Lite
seems
hardly
worth
the
living
to-day
to
BALLARD
GALLERY, SPORTrnG AND TARG
RIFLES
eel this,
many a tired, unhappy, discouraged
woman
11!u,tmt,d Cat.alo:;-,c,
MA_!tLl~_F_•I_R_E_A_R_l\_I_S_~-,--=:---~-----though many experiments have been
Furniture may be washed with warm who
case it
is suffering from chronic female weakmade. The most plausible hypothesis is soapsuds quickly, wiped dry and then ne!s for which she has been able to find no re.
nJ ht
lie!. But there is a certain cure for all the
r.
that the soil and subsoil are exhausted of rubbed with an oily cloth.
To polish, painful complaints to which the weaker sex is
liable. We refer to Dr. Pierce's "Favorite
lime,magnesia, potash and so:ia, which rub it with rotten stone and sweet oil. Prescription," to the virtues of which thouof women can testify. As a tonic and
aretaken out of them in large quantities Clean off the oil and polish with chamois sands
nervine it is unsuroassed,
All druggists.
nrishint
bythe growing crop of clover. This is skin.
ill best
Onions fro!l\ Egypt are being: sold in the
the pa,
ootproved to be the cause of the failure
To remove wine, fruit or iron stains street:; of Boston.
ofthe crop, but in the absence of any- from linen wet the spot with a solution of
ended.
Sick and bilious headache, and all derange.
thing better it would be well to consider hyposulphite of soda and scatter some ments of &tomach and bowels, cured by Dr.
rcise on
"Pellets"-or
anti-b,lious
granules.
rnish no
itprobable and make an experiment to puivcrized tartaric acid upon it; then Pierce's
25 ,ents a vial. No cheap boxes to allow waste
but you
of virtues.
By druggists.
lest
it.
For
this
purpose
the
most
conwash
out
as
usual.
Strong
vinin som1
venientfertilizers to use would be kainit egar can be substituted for the tartaric
Squi1-rP!s are doing considerable
damage in
ith the
the cornfields of Western Nebraska.
andplast,er, as they would supply all the acid.
n must
missingconstituents mentioned. A mixIf you have soiled white Spanish or
Re,narkn.ble
Escape.
irs phy.
John Kuhn. of Lafayette, Ind., had a very
tureof the two fertilizers in equal quan- oachemire lace, do not throw it aside as
tion by
l\arrow
escape
from
death.
is bis own
there is
titiesmight be made, and 50') or 600 worthless, for it may be colored by some etory: "One year ago I was in'l'his
the last stage ■
, with
poundsof it used on an acre. It should of the dyes now to be found in small of Consumption.
Our best physicians
gave
always
case up. I finally got so low that our doc•
beapplied early in the spring at the time packages.
The lace may then be used my
ure re.
tor said I could not live twenty-four
hours.
gcmenl
ofsowing the clover seed.
in a great many ways.
One way is to My friend then purchased a bottle of DR. WM.
HALL'S BALSAMFOR THE LUNGS, which beneand in
trim the edge of tidies made of strips of fited
me. I continued until I am now in per•
of matHo-w to Wean a Calf".
ribbon and lace, or of ribbon and velvet, feet health, having used no other medicine."
not dry
E. M. W. writes:
Leave the calf- or for those novelties for the backs of
Mensman's Peptonized Beef 'l'onic. the only
lviththe cow a few days, and also a chairs made of a strip of plain silk placed preparation
r other
of beef containing its entire nutriproperties.
It contains
blood-making
, nparthomemade calf feeder.
Several years' on each side of a very elegant strip of tiow;
force generating and life sustnining properties;
<l be so
invaluable for indigestion, dyspepsia, nervous
il"'3'.A
A~v,~\~LciTHERS.
ces::;ion
experiencehas convinced me that it is crazy patchwork.
prostration, and all forms of general debility;
RUMENTS.
betterto let the calf run with its mother
also, in all enfeebled conditions, whether the
ponged
ES.
result of exhaustion, nervous prostration, overwater
MS
Recipes.
afew days-till
the milk is fit to use at
work or acute disease, particularly
if resulting
·nble to
1
g, use
Cod.fish Steaks.-D1p the steaks in
ieast-if
what
the
calf
leaves
is
milked
gi.1,11
'11:i~f~t~~;,
N~~f~~':t.
i~ti"t
th oil,
ST
every day.
It is better for the cow beaten eggs, then in yellow corn meal, and
B~st. ensiest to use and cheapest.
Piso•s
J'ftit~~ out
Fu
li her udder is caked, and, otherwise, it fry them a rich brown in pork fat. Be- Remedy for Cat:irrh. By <lruggists. 50c.
o:t<ling
rh this
fore
serving
sprinkle
the
steaks
with
a
litG has taken the lead ta
J<'uu R_.TKS .1vr u.u't'tH.lbllJ~ in ll11s puµer. apply to ttu
makeslittle difference.
It is far better
the sales of that class of
re lhis
Publisher.
.N l~ '1,wenty•sevcn
~ys em
tle salt and pepper and lemon juice.
for
the
calf,
since
it
gets
its
milk
natural~T:;:;es~i;~~j~tf~:!
Ladies
!
Those
dull
;ti way,
tioa,
.
tired looks and feelings
Little IIolland Bretzels.-Make a dough
1cti,,nQ,
lyand often. Moreover, it is easier to
speak volumes!
'l'bis
MURPHY :.~~Tea
y,tem
Rcme<ly corrects a.11co11
Ghaswon the favor.,
leach a calf to drink after it has of half a pound of :flour, half a pound
ditions, restores vigor
the public and now rank.a
among the lea.ding Mcdiand vitality and brings
suckedthe cow for a few days than be- of sugar, the yolk of two eggs, a tablecan tell you the benefit you will derive from Rood's
cines ofthe oildom.
back youthful
bluow
A. L. SMITH.
Sarsaparilla, if you are in nee I or a go d meJlcine.
foreit has sucked at all.
And, while spoonful of sour cream and a tablespoonBradford. Pa.
~ 0<.' i~~n~~t~:t~ ..JlZ,~~<Jjls~l;;;.
It will r-train all impurities from the Oleo l, rouse
$old by Druj!gists,.
ful
of
coriander
seed.
Break
off
little
• v'l., ~ ~·
l'ESS,\!U',
:lli1:gluuutou,N. Y.
youare about it, make a calf feeder by
the torpid liver, inYigorate. th'3 d·g '!:.tive orga1s, and
"'11lnlill_!ll-·llllElJI··
r,ico81.oo. __
bits
of
the
dough,
nll
them
in
round
~,,
,'O~
b~~~t~~l~'tt:·rs~~=
Impart uew lite to every funL·t:o. o.' the boJy.
We
boringa hole through the side of a woodPim1,lce. Blotclu,•,
~cnly or Olly Sktn.
only a:,k yo.1 to try a single bolt.let;) prove the posienp1il close to the bottom, and tightly pieces and form them in little bretzels or th·e tnetits 1J! :S:ood'.sSarsaparilla a8 an honest and
•Blemishes
and u.11 ~kin Diseases
Cured
Salary and Expenses!
and Complexion
Beautified
by
relialle medicine.
drawing through it a role of strong cloth, rings.
SPEIRS' POHTA.HLEFOltrE J'llMP. Jtputsoutflres.
wnshee
"My daughter received much benefit from the use
Canned
Gooseberries.-Remove
blossom
threeor four inches long, with a rubber
of Hooct'S Sarsaparil.a as nu excellent tonic after a
kim0g1~~.ii~~;~se~n ~v~~~l;~l~~,~~. i~rt\l~o~~
whitewashes hen-houses. Tlu-owswa.t.er60 feet (12.-nllons
protracted attack: o! bronchial pneurnonhi..''-E'. H.
tubewound in the centre of it.
Fasten and stem withut breaking the skin.
Sold by Druggists or sent by ma!! on receipt or'
0
0
f the
ADAMS, New Hartford, t.:onu.
!o~k~~~,.-J~~1,~<l,t!~-n~~i~~1
~t1.t
~~ !u~11:e:•m s~~ 25cents by ,vl\l, DR.EYDOPl'EL,
Wash
clean
in
cold
water.
Then
fill
the
Ma.n11theinner end of the roll to the inside of
ce, so
ple free to aJ?'ents. A. L. SPEIRS, ~orth \Vindham, Maine.
''I cannot find words ~tron•i enough to express my
fac1u1·er, 208 North Front St., Phl!a=
_
Cn1·e
jar
with
berries.
Make
the
syrup,
and
feeling in fa.vor or Hood's Sari=ap triil 1. It ha; done
the pail with a few tacks and hem down
o far
.t'ACE, HANDS, .FEET,
everything tor me, cur:n.<::me o: dysp:ps a with
,smay
0 1
the edge of the cloth and it is done. pour over the berries till jar is half full. which I had st1!Iered for many yen.rs. ·•-:llns. S. M.
De~el~~~~:ir
:1Ha~:lu:::.1 ~~k!:
Mole!, W'llrts,'Motb, Freckles, Red Nose, Acne,
li'orthe centre tube use a piece of the Put the cap lightly in position. Place in BEKDE,Marblehead, Mass.
Hood's Sar~apn.rllla tor a blood puri.
- m.gr~ej"O~('N'•J~wwo:,~:URY,ent,
lubeto a baby's nursing bottle.
The a boiler of warm water and cook ten fierI inhavemyused
fa.mily several years, and cannot spealr
_87 N. Poul St.. .4lban 7 • N. Y. Ed'b'd 1870. Send lOc. Corbook.
FOR ONE DOLLAR.
DolOut of the contents of one too highly ofit."-J.
A first.class n iction .:iry ~otten out. at 8matl
tnilkwill run slowly through this teat minutes.
E. COLLINS,Piqua, 0.
rice to encourage the stu<ly of the Grrman
e,t9r
CBVEN AWAY! ~~!~~~ '=l;, 0 ro'\j
F.anguagP. It givf'!-1English words ,,..1th the
tntothe calf's mouth and it soon begins jar fill others if the fruit shrinks and then
ry $1
equivrdents, and c:~rman worcJi-:wilh English
Hood's Sarsaparilla
I Ge-rman
<lefinitlous. A v,•r.v rhe.1.p hnnk. 8e-1Hl $1.00
te
to suck. After a few days teach it to screw cap tightly into place.
n, J.6
BOOR l'lJU. Ii OU:S.E, 13 l Leonnrtl :,.r., N,
Sold by all clruggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared only
!{ ~~~ie '"r_fv::C~:i
t~;'1:0V o:u
t~~en: 1,~H1;:>~w otC:~
Currant Oake.-Cream three ouncesof by
Y. Cit:r, ~!1~~-g~_t
one or Lltesc books by return matL
00 to
suckin the usual way, by letting it suck
e~ be sold here. Addrea E1.nn Ptrn. Co., 364. Wabub AY., Chica,£o.
C. L HOOD & CO.,Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
thefinger~, and thou let it suck a part butter with two ounces of sugar and add
I 00 Doses One Dollar
dical)
through the feeder and drink the rest three eggs, one at a time, using one ounce •o Rope-to Cul Off Horsos'manes. --·imes.
out of the pail.
Calves fed in this way of :flour with each egg, and beat well Celebrated •ECLJP,<"-' HALTER
0
the
Ean\ ~~~!!'."\;:,':,f
:'
will not have distended paunches like until quite smooth. Add one ounce of ~:•M~~JA,~
11
1
~~fJ
i: aRs~Ja?:~
•
of
thosewhich drink their milk with a few citron, :finely minced, and pour the mix- ~~r:';i tgr$~
Hardware and Harness D~alers.
ture
into
buttered
cups
or
moulds.
Have
gulps, and consequently do not digest it
Special discount to the lrade. l.lil"/.,u~-.....•
all
pttd'~i-~oUSB,
an ounce and a half of currants nicely Se.t
'IVeil.-N. Y. Times.
Rocbe6lero N. l',
'llEIULITY"
YR>U.LRU
ll.KC.I.Y,
llifeexperieace.
Remarkable and qutcl! cnrea. Trial pa~
cleaned, and sprinkle them over the tops
a&H• Consultation and Bookl!I by mail FREE.
Adclrc,e
Illnts on 1'.lllkln,: Co-ws,
of the cake. Bake in a moderate oven
Dr. WARD &. CO,. LOUISUN.1, XO,
paid
There is no part of the work on the until light brown.
teed.
yor,
farmwhich causes the proprietor greater
=========
STHMA
CURED!
s 2c.
German
Alllt.h1nn Oure never /ails to gf've
Tile Ties '.l'hat Bound Him.
trouble:and anxiety than the employiY.
immediata relief in t.hc worst cases, insures comfortable
1leep;
effects
cure"
where
a.11other:1 fail. ..t
••There are ties that bind me so fast to
ment of hired help in the milking of his
trial eonvinces the "'oat skeptical. Price UO et8, and
~!~~?•
i1~~Jf~S01(lVF1iiN~S~P1~J~~:J1~n!~
cows;this applies with increased force my business that I hav0 no time for re•
to extensive dairies. The great bulk of creation," said an enterprising business
PRINl'ING
PREl!!ISE&
, and
the hired help of the day consists of man to his physician, who had recomt 50
NATIONAL TYPE CO.
LE'.l'B
'
PlllLA. P ... 100-pqe Book 101'
foreigners, few of whom ever learned to mended rest and recuperation.
cure
"And what ties are they?"
milk in their native lands, for the rea•
Geulut
U
• Grta1Engllsh
ftheumalic RemtdJ,
Bonthat in those foreign countries milkOval Bo:■:, Sl.UOf -. .... 60 ■
toSoldlen.tBell'B.
Sendataing the cows is done alm~st entirely by
for Circular■. COL. L. Bil(~
.
HAM, -'-W;r, Wua!qwa,
I), Q,
the women. Hence in many cases tho
are thatt
more per!
' said ~
g house.:
fat-an1
istory ofi
acme oft
ts more'
age like1
onp. It
countersh ome.·
h_anging
us order
ued and
eletwas
a.Ledtho
:with his•
ns~l pro-:
tlus," h~
pct:zing
on th~
ring th~
peratio~
y. The;~
cheeks.)
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THE HOUSEKEEPER.

SCROFULA

MAKETHrnGsLAST.

I Jo not helie,.e that
Ayer's
Sarsaparilla
has an equal as a cure
for Scrofulous
Humors. It is plea~a, ..

Every housekeeper knows how careful
treatment keeps table linen and household
furniture.
Girls do not always know or
remember that great care of their own little possessing will often enable them to
dress nicely on very little money.
A lady
says: "\Vhen I was a girl there was one
of my young friends who was distinguished for 'making her things last.' Her dress,
hats, gloves and ribbons were a marvel of
durability.
I used to wonder how she
managed to make them last so without
their looking shabby, but I ceased to do
so after I ha<l visited her at her own home.
The reason "·hy her clothes wore so long
SPICED CuRR.\:'.\"TS,-Four quarts ripe
was that she took uch good care of them. currants, three and one-half pounds of
Her dresses were brushed and folded away brown sugar. one pint vinega1·, one tabkcarcfully, and the slightest spot on them spoon allspice, one tablespoon clo,·es an<l
Boil slowly nearly an
was removed as soon as it was clisco,·ered. a little nutmeg.
Her hat was wrapped in an old pocket hour, stirring occasionally.

to take, ~1\·es strength

to the uody, a11,l proa 111oreperr11aHumors, duces
nent result than a11v
me,iicine I ever use,i
- E. Hai11es, Nurth
Lititlale, Ohio.
I ha,·e used Ayer's
Sarsaparilla,
in my
family, for Scrofula,
and know, if it is
faithfully it will
Erysipelas, taken
thoroughly eradicate
this terrible disease.
-W.F. Fowler,l\1.D.,
Grecm·ille, Tenn.
For forty Years I
ha,·e snffereil with
Erysipelas.
I ha,·o
tried Yarions remed111.•
for
my
complarnt,
but
Canker,andfouncl no relief t111t1l
I commenced usini?
Ayer's
Sarsapanlla
After taking teu l,\)t•
ties of this 111ed1c111e
I
am completely cured.
-!11.
C. Amesbury.
Rockport, Me.
I ha,·e suffered, for
years, from Catarrh,
which was so seYere
that it destroyed my
appetite and weakened my s y s t e rn .
After trying
other
rcme,lies, without relic[, I began to take
Ayer's
Sarsaparilla,
Can be
and. in a few months,
,YasCllfP<L- Susan I,.
cured by Cook.
\1():1 Al \Jany st.,
~lass.
purifying Bo.-.:.ton,
A_ver's Sarsaparilla
1
the blood t~1oi,r ~~i';:y,;crt~lu~ 11
ever tried.
I ha,·e
taken it for Scrofula,
with
Canker,
and SaltHh!.:rnn, an,l r~(·ei\·ed
mnd1 hPncfit, frow it.
It is g-oo<l, also, for
a we·ak sto111ach. llfillic ,fane Peirce, S.
Bradford, )lass.
•

Catarrh,

l

handkerchief, and put away in a box as
soon as clone with, the strihgs and laces
being straightened
and rolled out most
symmetrically
each time.
Iler gloves
were never folded, but were pulled out
straight and laid flat in a box, one upon
the other, each time they were used, the
tiniest hole being mended almost before it
had time to show itself. But the thing
that impressed me most was the care she
bestowed on her ribbon.
\\"hen making
up bows she used to line the upper part of
the ribbon with white paper, a nd th is not
only prevented the ribbon from becoming
limp and creased, but kept it clean, so that
when the bow was soiled on one side she
could turn the ribbon, and th e part th at
had been covered came out looking new
and fresh. That girl married and brought
up a large family.
Her husba nd had to
fight his "·ay, and did so bra,·ely. and was
unusually
successful, for
he
became
wealthy.
But his prosperity was due quite
as much to his "·ife's care and economy in
saving money as it was to his making it.
-Good
Cheer.

Aye
r's Sarsaparilla,
rric..!

~1;

six bottles,

$.3.

H erdsdale Farm,
fCaN1taN~

He~

Breedi11g of A. ,J.C. C. Registered.

JERSEY

CATTLE,

WOMAN'S
LOVE?ORF;\NCYWORK.
The love for fancy work seems to be inherent in woman.
Beginning
away back
with the wonderful hair wreath that hm'lgstately and alone over the "mantel-piece''
in the dim, unused parlor; the agricultural
,ueath of rice and beans and peas and coffee, that carried away all the premiums
and added beauty "·ith the prize of blue
ribbon.
Then came the leather frame,
whatnot and bracket period, the corn and
shell period, Java canvass fever, crocheted
tidies, and worst of all. the perforated paper epidemic.
The last disease spread
with remarkable rapidity and prevailed
with such extraordinary
malignity
that
one could scarce move anywhere without
touching some worsted decoration and precipitating a cloud of dust. From this madness sprang the balloon that bobbed from
the chandelier, the catch-alls, the hair-receivers, the hair-pin holders, the thousand
and one useless trifles that, ·'thank fortune, my unwilling fingers failed to fashion"-l\Jacreme,
lambrequins.
broi<leries
and bor<lerers, and all the later crazes that
are familiar to the enthusiastic decorators
of to-day. Antiquarian relics are so in demand that entire manufactories
are run
for the sole purpose of turning out wormeaten cabinets "·ith secret drawers, where
mysterious an<l important
family papers
have lain concealed for 200 years or more.
Spinning-wheels
that
grandmother's
hands grew old in turning.
The wonderful clock with the moon's phases and all
that belonged to great-great-grandfather
Morris, who came O\'er in the ;\favflower.
The ancient and priceless Satsun~a ware
that little Japs roll in the dust all day to
give the desired appearance of age. Cranes
and storks, flamingoes, peacocks and mailclad warriors dispute the claims of popularity with the more insen,atc jugs of
mammoth size, "incense burners" and the
ever present '·cat-tails."

SPANISH
IliERINO
SHEEP.
WHITE CHESTER)
BERKSHIRE)
& SMALLYORKSHIREPIGS)
of all ages nn<l sex,

Bred and For Sale.

HoME

lsLAND

Stock Farm

Crosse lie, Wayne Co., Mich.·•
SAVAGE & FARNUM, PitOPlUETORS.

Patrocle No.

~

(1167).

-tMPORTED-

PercherOn

Horses.

All stock selected from the get of sires and dams
Iire~~b.b~~1"1m~:f~;,at~~~d
b~~k~egistered in the I

lIAXGJXG CARD ~ECEl\'l~R A:-;DWATCHISLAND HO~E
I C\sE.-Take
two piece, of card board ten
Is beautifully situated at the head of GROSSE ILi!: inches wide, cut the end, pointed, cover
~~~s
cwsi:~ both pieces with veh-et or silk, embroider
not familiar with the location may call at city office, a vine of flo\\·crs on one end, 01· if prefer0
1
ih~~"~he
~~'. §~~Jt,"c!i~l::-:u':'. ~~~cb;'~J:
reel paint in water-colors,
overhand the
tlddress, SAVAGE & FARNUM, Detroit. Mich.
, t\\·o pieces together
and finish the edge
with gilt cor<l. J\Iake a ring of twisted
cord at the top. Bend the card up at
three inches to form the rack or pocket,
fasten at the side "·ith cord and tassels;
t\\'ist a large hook with gilt wire, and sew
an inch below the ring at the top for the
watch.

i~!~;~m~i\fi;~r~~!~
st:~::£i~:.

LOANS.

4 percent.

1 percent.

•LIFELOANS.:

On any

kind of security and good
promissory notes.

U.S.

Go,·crnmcnt Bonds.
Foreign Redemption
~·old 011 monthly payments.
premiums for small irwestor.~.
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
n·,,r.: \\'here_
.-ihcral inducements.
.\ddress

for full particulars,

G. W. FOSTER,
42 Bro:idway,

Banker,
New York.

CURRA:NTJELLY,-After
removing the
stems press lightly through a hair sieve,
and to each pint of the juice allow one
pound of powdered sugar.
Put the sugar
in a preserving kettle upon a moderate
fire, stir with wooden spoon until it looks
like sago (it must remain perfectly white).
Then acid the currant juice, set the kettle
on the fire until the moment it begins to
boil, when it must be immediately removed from the fire. Let it stand for h:df an
hour, when a light scum will h:l\'e formed,
,Yhich must be carefully remo,·ed.
Pour
the still hot jelly into jelly glasses, let
them remain open for ten days and then
cover and keep in a cool, <lark place. Great
care must he taken that the juice does not
boil up.

li)US:E:HOLD
RECIPES.

~
J:1~1~i!
~Ju1v•c~~-

D'\-~
~

for the

CA::"\TO?,; TELEI'HO:-,.'£,

hir'n,clf for go,Hls in tlH• \Vatch allll ,frwelry
line. which
bettl'l' prices than ever. ,JnsL \'OltF-ider some of our pric(•s.

The evening of the 23d of June was given up to the Junior exhibition' and though
the class was small in number, thev did
credit to the:nselve~ and the institu-tion.
The Comm.;ncement morning was far from
pleasant, but the people showed their appreciation of "·hat the exercises always
had been, and "·hat they still expected
them to be, by filling the church long before the appointed time. And they were
not disappointed.
The flowers, the music. the costumes, and the original compositions, were fully up to the usual high
standard.
After the deli"ery of the essays,
the class song, awarding of diplomas, and
benediction quickly followed. Then came
the Commencement
uinner, after which
toasts were read b_v the Pnc:sident. J. P.
\Vc~ton, D. D. The responses were plea,.ing and to the point.
Rev. I-Ienry Blanchard, J. R. Bodwell and Rev. \V. A.
French, were among the speakers.

<~

.\.n_nhing- 1\·c do not have in stnek

Fine

fnrni~h at ,hort

Wt' L'llll
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If pai
Sa
~
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the pu

Pap
tior. of
otherw

notit·e.

Tlrrtch Rcpairillg in all it.; bra1tc/2cs, also Sr,.;i110· 11.fachuu• and
Jiodcls built at short 1toticc, a1td all killds small~l.fachine
TVork do1te i11 a ,oorkmanlike
manner.

Charles H. Lucas,

Space,
~-.2

i11~h1

inches,
,-;
"
4
1-1 col.

2

J-2"

Opposite the Depot,

Canton, l\Ie.

MARVELOUS

P-

BOOKS

Rl'~I:,,;

ing type
r)l·r line

~

PR.ICES.

MILLION

FOR THE

Complete Novels and Other Works, by Famous Authors, Almost Given Away!

The following Qooks :ire published in nent p:i.mphlct. form, m:my of them hau_d!il.omely

Ulu11trntedt
n.nd nil A.reprinted
from ~ood type UJ)on i;oud pupcr.
They tre1tt or fl. great nuicty of suhJeet.s. and we t.hiuk oo ouc can examine tbe
lht. without 1111dingth~re1u mauy that he or sho would like to pos~ei..s. In cloth-bouud form these books would cost $H)()
each. Rach book is complet.e iu iu-clf,
l. The \Vldon•
Redott Pnvcr.!l. This is the book
16. At the "lVorld'l!I A-lerey. A No\•Cl. By Florence
~~1i~/~~~:n~.r~~~~~t~~e~~.~~:ugl1cd till they cried, aud
!~/~~e~~arB~',',
Ducb'l. Fu.n<.•y \VOrk
fOr Jlon.ie Adornment,
an enlS. )htrk
Dnys.
A Xo,cl. by Bugh Conway, author
1
:~{c~r' i;;:;r~1c
t~~~ ~~~t~;~,c~:~~ui~~s::ts: :,~~ or" Called Back,''
The ¼!y8tery of the Holly Tree.
A No,•el.
ri~c~~.t:·n~r~~:;~~tl~er 1~~~t~\:t~\'_embroidery, etc., et.c., pro• B_\'19.
the a1,1ll1orof •• Uorn Thoruc."
S. Grhnn.1'M }'ulry S.torlelil for the Youn~.
The
F&r•
tlnest collection of fairy storiea evl!r published. The child• je!~·. ~~lt~~lro;~~-~~~~,~•-~u~~C~1~;,1e!~~1ti1;i.e!.~•Be't~°
ren will be delil{hted with them.
'll. The Grny
\Vonum.
A Xovct. B,· Mrs. Gaskell,
•
4. •r1te Ludy ot the Lnke.
By Sir Walter Scott. author of·• Mary Barton,'' et.c.
"The Lady of the L3.ke •• is 3. romance in \·erse, a.nd of all
21. The Prozcu
Deep.
A Novel. By Wilkie Co11in1,
author or" The Woman iu White," etc.
the works of Scott none is more bea.utirul than this.
23. Red
Court
F'arm.
A No,·el. By Mrs. Henry
5. llunuol
ot'Etlqucttc
for Ladies and Gentlemen, a
guirle to politeness aud good breeding, giviog the rules of Wood. author of" Ea.st L\·nne," etc.
modern etiquette for all occa.~ions.
2-t..In Oupld's N ct. -A .Novel. By the .Author of" Dora
6. The Stnndurd
Ll"ltcr
Writer
for La.dies and Thorne.''
25. Back to the Old Home, A Novel. By Mary Cecil
0 1
~!~~~le~i~ti!n~
~~ee~~:!;o~~tii~rr~}P1:,~~sce~t g!;~~J Bay, author of" Bidden Perils," etc.
kmd. w1th rnuumerable forms a.nd examples.
2.6. John
Bowerbnnk'tl
\\'lfe.
A No\'el. By Miss
7. \Vlntcr Evcnln,e- lteereatlons,
a large collection Muloclt. author of ·• John Ha.Iifax Gentleman.·· etc.
of Acting Cha.rades, Tableaux, Games, Punles, etc., for
27. Ludy Gwendoline's
Dream.
A Novel, By th ■
social gatherings,
private tbeatrica.ls, and evenina:s n.t author of " Dor& Thorn~," etc.
home. illustrated.
28. J n•per ])o.ne'11 Secret.
A No,·et. By Miu M. E.
8. Dlnloaiue@I, Uecftatfons
and Rendln8',11, a large Bra.ddon. a.ut.hor ef"Aurora Floyd," etc.
29. Leoline.
A Novel. By M11ry Cecil Hay, author of
an:1 choice coll~ction for school exhibitioua and public and
"Brenda. Yorke," ete.
prt\'R.te enterlatnmcnts.
30. Gnbrlel'8 :!\larrlace.
A. Novel. By Wilkie Collins,
9. Parl~r
)lni;:lc and Ohemlcal
.Experiments,
a book whtch tells how to perform hundreds of amusing
a.uthorof"!\'o ~ame," etc.
31. l>avld llnnt.
A Novel. By :\frs . .Ann S. Stephens,
~~~!~.iu magic and instructhe
experiments with dmple
author or" Fashion and Famine," etc.
32. ltcapfn,:
the Whirlwind
. .A Novel. By Mary
10. The ~~me Cook Book and Family
Phy@l•
clan, contatu1111; hundreds of excellent cooking recipes
and hints to house.keeper~. also telling how to cure all comBra
1
m~ta~~~~::e~~ ~;: tC~t,;;;.~e:i~ieFar
Away Lands,
34.. EASlcn t OR. Ttn: MYSTERY OP THK HJt4JlLANDS.
A
a verv intere!-'lting and iu~tructive book of tra\'els. de111crib• No.-el. By 1-:uaW. Pierce. author of" The Birth Mark." etc.
35. A Golden Dawn.
A Novel. By tbe author ot
mg the peculiar life, habits. nrn.nnersand customs or the
pe::>pleot foreign eountrieg; Illustrated.
"Dora Thorne." et.c.
36 Ya1ertc's
Fate.
A Novel. By Mrs. Alexander,
12. S~xtcen Complete
Stories by Popular Anthon,
1
author or ''lhe W"ooingO't," etc.
0 0 9
5
5
1~fe,~~?~d~~:t.:r e~ o;~~i?!~~w~:,
!~'.:~11
37. S.lster Uot1e. A Novel. By Wilkie Collins, author
tereo;tin~.
of ·• The Woman in White, .. etc.
38. Anne.
A Novel. By Mrs. Henry Wood, author ot
13. The Und~ctof
Wlt. J[umornnd
Fun, a. large
colle~tion of the fuuny stories. sketches, anecdotea. poems, "F.ast Lynne."
0
39. The Laurel
Bu@oh. A Xo,·el. By Miss Mulock,
0
0
11
'"\~~ t:~r~ait
d;~tf!'!. f~h~
~~~~dy nnthor of "John Halifax. Gentleman.'' etc.
40.
AmoM
Harten.
A Sovel. By Geotge F.llot, author
boot of uaef~I in formt.tiou for all, upon many and various
or "Adam Bede,•·'' The Mill oo the Flosli,," etc.
subjecu: lllu~tr•ied.
/~-D~r~•h~~-~:~~•
A No\"el, by Hugh Conway, author

:r!.-~Etfiit~~~
~;ii~~·?i{i\;t.
~~~
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~!:~~

fu~

Co

d~
:xta;i~tif~~1!~;~;~~1::.:~i1~;:•t~
~~:!~fs~
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ONE
MILE
SIGNAL
WHISTLE

WANTED!
m:111 f<,r Oxtord

;\ cnmpctant

County.

The loudest and most plerclncly
11brlll
whistle <1rits si&e mad.A?.Van be heard up
to one mile.
The exact size or a
50 calibre U. S. Govc-rnment
Jtlfle Oortrld&,;c. ~la.doot bur11b,hed brnf'.EI •
ballet.
J.nYal
stgoal ror tea
rurmers. eport
8
and o.11who wii.
t~a~t
::it.tract::>.tt.entiouu
ive a.
a long distance,
'it tle
Call yo
DOV .. )ty th&\
meo
to
ver.r one who
secs it wants it-.
You should have
It.
To it.traduce our
1I, ex:r,cnslve. and fn•
oRtlng
cataloeueof
2unt-1, J..nlvcs, noveltlett.. &nd

to c.-111,·a~:-.

'1'v~-,~~~~'n~~~e';;'d'i;rJ~?~~-¥~"nJ,,\TJcl~x:.~t
~1~:to~ilj~l?ri~od:d:t~-~~~•rcrcd
to a6~fnts.
OHJUX

---

P. 110\VE

-

Terms

& CO., Augusta,

:-re.

-

WANTED!

100 F AMI LIES
TO MAKE

COATS

Sewing :;\Iachines furnished if wanted
and the ,\ork deliver<,cl at vour homes.
Apply by mail only to Wm. )1. ~litchell,
Dixficlrl, ;\le., or to J. A. Bucknam &
·co. ~1euhanie Falls, :\le.
51 tf

CAI\ITON

HOUSE,

CANTON, ME.
.N·.L. )llB.11.NDS, Prop
Centrally located,
sonabk.
Travelers
try.

:f/,('~

.
00 .• 126

'1·.

g-qod attention,
and terms rea
taken to all parts of the coun
3-z 2

Honest

Goods at Honest Pripes.

~ Ca8~

JI~ .IONBS

:P8

R".UORE
would announce to th"' citizens of Brittun's
:\lills anti vic111ity that they have in stock
a full line of

Dry Goods, Groceries,
Patent Medicines
and Fancy

Go(lds, ChcapJor

Cash.

Country Produce taken in exchano-e
for
0
goods, at market prices.
One price to all
persons, under Jhe same uircumstanees.

Nort,h '.Furner

m,)datio1Js.

able studs in this coun-

If you wish to restore the bloom to your
wa,;ted cheek, and so improve your health
that ))lu_mpness and strength will succeed
e1:1ac1at10n and debility. purifv vour blood
,~1th Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
Tl1is 1·cmecly
"ill benefit you more surely and speedily
than any other.

Millinery& FancyGoods

try to select from. All
stock recorded, with
pedigree, in Percheron Stud-Books
of
Fra11ce and America.

ELL\S

House,

wb:!r~t"'!~drct!~!1~iu:i;i~:f1?di!~i~
paid. for only 25 cents in stamps Ad·
dre.,RENNJJi:
& ALLSON
MFU
Fllbert
Street, PhUodelpl~la,
l"~•·nM...

The annual meeting of the Alumni, the
oration at the church by Hon. '.\Ir. :.Ioulton, of '69. and the sociitl re-union at Hersey Hall, closed the progran, of '86. l\Iay
that of 'S7 be as well carried out and as
well attended.
R. B.

KEENE, PROP'R,
:Nu. Turner, }.1aine.

Ample room and first-class

Please call and ask prices.

PERCHERON

3-38

HORSES.
My recent import·
ation of Percheron
horses, together with
my present stock of

accom-

~;!r~{
i1~~
~~~it :f:SYr~

~gw~~1af~fr:st
t~~

--AT--

N y State fairs.

A.C.BICKNELL'S,

Send for Cataiogue. Station
Central R. R. JOHN W,
Box 36.

ENsINOR~. on Southern

AKIN, Scipio, N. Y.

Blue Store,
lUiss ;.U.N".Richartbon

CAN

p1111hles liim to givr

\Ve will sell Wm. Ellerr 11 jewe_llec~ key winding Watehe~, :l-onnec silwr c:1se,
for 812.00.
Rroa<lway 7 Jewelled 111 ~1lvcr ease, for $8.00-1110kel case ~(Ui0. .No.
i l~lgin. 7jPWPls, in nickel case for $6.50, in silver case $8.00.
N'o. 1:3Eltrin, i11:{Ollll('f' ;::ilver case for $12.00.
Rockfonl, Hampden,
anll [llinoia
:Vatc·h"' Co. 'sat
prop11rtio1wtrly low pril'Ps.
Knights of Labor Pins from :!.i ('<'ttls to 8\2.00.
\V,i
,tl::;o k,,·<' a tin<' lill(• of Knives. Forks :11HlSpoo11s at the following pric,·s:
•
KXIVRS-Tiogrrs'
13rst, i;ii-!.00; 2d. ,',;l:L:iO. t5hefl1eld, S:UHJ; :-,ta11dard SilvPr
PlatP Co .. 82 ..i0.
FORK::i-Hogcrs'
Al, $(U)0; Wallace Brothers', ,$LOO; StandnrLl ::iilvn Plate
Co .. :.i.,30.
SPOO.NS-Tt'n.
8:.l.00 pc·r \lozru; De~ert, :$1.00 per prtir; Table, $1.13 per pair.
i\Iasonie. Otl<l Fellow. and all otli0r Pmbl<•111s:it low pricP, for <'a,-lr. \\'(' lt:tve
;t~'.i'i~ ~l~:,~rtlc~i:~~l-S. Charin,, Bar pins. Pin, an<l Drop$, eith,•r in plate, era pt', jt•t,

1

turn1;d.

~.It

Ii.Cd:~~ flBi.lfJ~ Il&ilfrtJ8

WZST3ROOK
SEM!NAEY.
If any one has children to educate, the
school should be most carefully selected.
The school that requires the least money
•
is not always the cheapest, because there
are many minor acl1·antages. small in
themseh·es, but in the aggregate of great
value, that are to be obtained in few places.
E\'ery school has its adrnntages, no doubt.
but it seems to me that \Yestbrook Seminar_v offers more for the same amount of
money than any other school of its kind.
It is nominally of the Gniversali,t denomination, but religion is not thrnst upon the
students.
At the request of parent or
guardian any church can be attended, and
as a horse car runs e,·ery half hour to the
city of Portland, the choice of a place of
worship is not limited.
This school has
patronage.
It has a record of more than
half a century', of "·hici1 any school might
well be proud. but it has not the number
of students it need, and desen-es.
If any
one is uncertain "·here it is best to obtain
a thorough
education, let them try that
institution known as \Ve,tbrouk Seminary
and Female College. and as one wl:10 has
tried it and not found it wanting. I am
sure the result ,\'ill be ,;atisfactorv.
After a year's absence, the retl;rn to m v
~\Ima :>fater was a pleasure indeed,. v;t
saddened hy the absence of mv classma-tes
of '85. But one by one the/came
back,
until during the two days of Commencement nineteen of the twenty-t,Yo had r.;-

~-Uiu~~.

C. H. Lnras wishr~ to inform the public that lw is prrpare(l to f11r11ish
a11ythi110-in his lirw at Bof-to11 prices, as lw ex<•lutng'('S 1;oods m,rnnfaetnrell
hy
0

CuRR.\XT PRESERVE.-Gather
the berries when free from moisture, remove the
stems, and to every pou-nd of fruit allow a
pound of sugar. Dissolve the sugar in
currant juice, skim when the syrup boils,
put in the currants and cool till the juice
jellies.
Can while hot.
r\\¥ritten

B V~ ~,••) tA

Jt\1},.,,~'lfl)

~··\\.,,ft,'°(1)l•r~r-v,1

:i).~

i)

Canton.

W. F- PUTNAM,
Di.1./ielrl, ,Maine.
~Ltnnfneturer of

DOORS,SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES

CLAZED

WINDOWS.

All ki•Hls mo11l<lNl:l11d plain finish.halu,ter~. ~PW<•lls. Brnek<'ts.&<·. Al~o <·ha111b<•r and dining-room
fttrniLurr Chamber
Sets _and Extension
Table,:. ,i RJ)P()ialty.
,Johh111g <lone pro111ptly.
JOHN

F.S

Counsellor

at La7.e',

Ca11ton, Me.

Stand for Sale ..
1
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Attorney(~
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best of

0:fll<•<" at R<•,-;id~ .. I·H•e
ac~~t n~\~~ !~d~'~!~~ ~~~;~~e;u;_rti !~~~i~~'.rf1~;\~,~~yiin;
finished below; water at sink. For terms and
Where al orders shoul(] be left, and his rooms
particulars apply at Canton lfouse, to
•
whereabouts ascertained.
3-9
6tf
N. L. ::lfEANDS, Canton, :;11e.
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don't care for the stuff," he says, "any
way' but th ere arc times and circumstance·,
wl~en it seems absolutely necessary to re-:(-):cein; _or extend social courtesy in convivial
practices in order to effect a business tranPlJBLISIIEI>
TlfUllSDAYS
AT
saction. So what shall one do?" he solilCANTON, OXFORD COUNTY, ME,
oquized. "I caution this one and that one
of my boys, (employes) but ,o long as they
know that I sometimes indulge I am i~
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
contempt with them, anti my consistency
reproaches me; and I am fast concludinuOne copy, one year,
- $r . 1o.
If paid one year in advance, $-1.25. to revolutionize the whole matter, and e 1~
tirely abstain myself, and thus be able to
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
consistently solicit and admonish my em~No
paper discontinued
until all ar- ploycs to do the same."
rearagcs are paid, except at the option of
You may rest assured that i·ou humble
the publisher.
1
serYant commended his consummating
Papers promptly discontinued at expiraI
cl
cl
tior. of the time paid for when 80 ordered. P ans, an ma e known to him his posiotherwise they will be continued.
' tion ·which, as most readers of the TEu:PJTO--.:E know, is a radical one.
Press correspondents in their communiADVERTISING
RATES,
cations, editors in their essays, ministers
Space,
1 "'
2 w 3 w
1 m 2 m 3m 6m I y
in the pulpit, are all becoming outspoken
1-2 i11ch,
~~ ~ 1 ~j 1 {~ :
on this question-admitting
pre,·ious deI
"
2 inches,
1 oo 1 2511 50, 1 75 2 ,5: 2 75 5 00 , s 00 linqucncies
and pronouncing
new and
1 1
1
1
2
,1,
"
5
4°
75:
00 300
400
c1 00!110
holder
co1nn1'tt 1
I·
t
th
• •
125 ,_60 2cx,!2 50 .,6 0 , 475 :
. 12
as o e restra111111g
and
4
7001
1-1 col.
1 .w 1 70 2 101,
60 .l 75 5 oo ; 50 . 13 inhibiting
elements
of
the
temperance
1·2
H
~ ~ ; ~ : ~ l ~ f,~~1 ~ 1 I.' ~gquestion. Statutory prohibition is good,
x
constitutional prohibition is better and es11
in;~/,~~,:~'i~c·n~T~~:~i!::
i~,~~~ti;n•~:;,c~
~e~~~ sential. But best of all, and that ·which
per line tor each sub:;cqucnt insertion.
alone ennobles, is personal prohibition.

:-i:;~;~ i:

i tl
~~~~'!t.i~

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
Any person who takes a paper rcg-ularll' from
thc o_flicc-whcther
di reeled to him or another, or
subscnhcd or not-is responsible for

~,;~\'.::~-~,;~~,;:as

f:~~~:

Thursday,
July
22,1886.
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by the human reason over the

demands of appetite, against the inclination of passion, in the midst of self-sacriflee; the latter of which on the plain of ap2. lfa person orders his paper discontinued he petite and passion, in sotne cases is tnore
;11,;:~!1'\~r~~~fi",;~;;,;~~,t'\~
1;;;'.~~i:,hi:
t~~I~~~;
painful and deeper than describable.
But
11
~~~ ~'J{~~e,~•:~r1t, whether the p>tper is taken from which shall it be; the baser or inhuman
0
3. The Courts have decided that refusrng- to take quality of our being that shall rule to ruin
newsp:Lpcrs and P<:riodicals from the pn:~totlicc, or us in a finality, or the higher, the hu1nan,
/;~;;'~.~~Jc~:1~~ ~etf~~~:~~hcmullcallccl for, b prima the God-like quality that shall rule to the
building of an indiYicluality that shall
merit an Eternal existence? - The option
of this is in the function of the human
will; which (if I may be allo,Yed to say)
--------is the attributive hnage in us of that AllCommuni'cationS,
Etc.
\\·ise Creator, which by our highest conceiYability and our foncle~t lo,·e or "·orship, we realize to be our Eternal IIe:n-enOURBOSTON
LETTER.
ly Father, whose image we bear in choosBosTox, July 14, 1886.
ing aright, whose image we traduce in
There seems to be a wonderful awaken- choosing of wrong.
BRIEFLETS.
ing among men of prominence in all cirGeneral Porter, we may safely say-all
cles and classes, literary, professional, and
best of all, business men, on the moral is- through his penistence there are many
sues, especially the temperance question, who hope he is as innocent as persistent.
through which they are being actuated by
Mr. Field "·as permissi,·el_y admonished
actual experiences, personal or observed. to ,vithdraw his "claimless" claim from
MP.n whom it 11·ould ha,·e been extreme our General Court; though in London he
folly to approach to broach any phase of obtained a certificate of character-howthis subject a short year ago, are. now not ever necessary there, not at all so here.
only deeply interested meclitati1·ely, but
Kotwithstanding
French and English
outspoken in their advocacy of a more
ladies present bangless foreheads, "My
practical personal as well a general appliLady'' of the "'hite IIouse wears a regulacation of moral precepts, religious senti- tion bang, and all of our ladies may do
likewise and not be in bad form.
overflowed the bridge.
Three couples
ments, or plainer and better Christian
teachings and experiences.
l'nless
we
The latest combination of color in fem- went across one night after milk. For
some unkno\\·n reason they were gone a
present a real, lfring example illustrati,·e
enine adornment is yellow and gray. The
of this, I am aware that it is very impor- combination peculiarly blends and sug- long time, and when they came back found
tant to make a ,·err comprehensiYe and gests the romantic consi tency looked for the water a foot or more deep o,·er the
bridge.
One couple being ahead, was cargraduating
statement in this line, to re- in opulence and age.
ried OYer by the kind owner of "Jennie"
ceiYe attention or escape ridicule or frh·oOur legislators are now (hadng
long and a cart. But how the others got across
lous treatment from persons of this, (now, since "worked out" their salary) showing
is an a"·ful mystery that they and the stars
happily to the unprejudiced) fast growing their benevolence.
They struck for more
minority.
Temperance, or more clearly, pay, but not being successful, they may alone can fathom, and both seem 1·ery reticent on the subject.
total abscinenc~ from drinking intoxicat- largely retain their places.
Our stay "·as rendered much more pleasing liquor in all social affairs, is fast beSHOMER,
ant than it "·oulcl otherwise have been. by
coming one of the many substantial maxthe kindness of certain residents of Kenims of all circumstances
and attitudes in L\Yritten for the CANTOX TELEPHO:<E, I
nebunkport and Kennebunk, for which we
social intercourse.
It is characteristic of
A WEEKAT THEBE.ti.CH.
were truly grateful.
Much to our sorrow,
convivial matters that tend to social ,·ices,
"Dode," Gertrude, and our bookkeeper,
to cling to the social relations incident to
Are you going? ,vhere ,'.<Mr. Perkins?
who first obtained entrance, were obliged
business affairs long after being disallow- !lave you a shawl strap that I can take?
to go the first of the week. During the
ed in all others.
Of this I will not elabo- \Vhat time does the train start? Is Miss
week our party was increased by the arrivrate in the least detail, ha,·ing no occa- Morton going? and similar ques~ions,
al of two young gentlemen from the city.
sion, for those involved are more cognizant shouted from hall to hall and room to They evidently thought they were going
of the fact than I am able or desire to ex- room, caused an uproar even greater than to Mt. Desert, Bar Harbor, or some such
press.
usual, after the \Vestbrook Commencefashionable place, so came decked out in
Very recently I was pri,·ilegecl to con·
ment. But finally we got started for the white neckties, stiff hats, canes, etc. But
\·erse with one of our most enterprising
t
st ation, a n cl for Kennebunk.
The moS when they sa,i· "societ_v·• was composed of
and marvelously succe sful business men.
ofus had a dim idea 'twas on the seacoast a dozen or so old classmates and schoolThe matter ha1·ing become precipitated to
somewhere, but \Ye couldn't exactly locate mates, the illusion was dispelled, the canes
the social plain through a business interit, much more, remember the trains to take put under the corner of the cottage, and
cour e, which on my part was the promuland changes necessary to make in order to the,· readily entered into our happy, ungating of moral precepts by press circular reach the cottage we desired.
Only one con-vention.al mode of living.
to which I desired to couple his business who had been there before, and he was beA sail from about ten A. l\I. till six P.
by an accompanying
advertisement,
the set "·ith questions of all sorts, that no won- l\I., one day, ,rns a new experience to me,
utility of which I made as plain to him as der he left the most of his luggage, aban- and proved a very pleasant one, despite
the time at hand would permit; I was ut- cloned his overcoat when we changed car , the cruel wishes of some heartless mortals.
terly though gratif/ingly
surprised at the and lost his ticket. But he couldn't lose Drives were not easily obtained, but when
readiness he manifested to commit himself us very \\·ell, and finally piloted us safe to they could be, ,ve enjoyed them to the utupon the principles
im·oh·ecl, especially Kennebunk.
\Ve thought we'd got there mo~t, as se,·eral members of the party can
the temperance
phase presented in the sure, but we hadn't.
The next move was doubtless remember.
The beach was Yery
matter. "\Vhy," he said, "to save one to get a ticket to Mousam River Station. pleasant to drive upon, and though quite
man from the terrible effect and final re- The train was accommodating and waited earh· in the season, at favorable times a
sult of drinking intoxicating liquor is to for us, and after a short ride through what nun~ber of carriages could be seen there.
do a thing of inestimable value."
Contin- I did not call the mo, t delightful scenery,
Only too soon the week came to an encl,
uing he said :
we came to "·hat is called l\Iousam River as all ~uch enjoyable things ·will, and with
"No man should hesitate at any sacrifice Station.
The Station stands-in
futurity many a regretful backward look we retrache might be called upon to make, to re- as yet. It certainly don't stand any where ed our course to the city. A kind chaperstrain, check or prohibit a fellow-being about the place. The train stops. Our on, a pleasant cottage and a merry party
from falling into the evil of intemperance."
destination l\Ir. Perkins pointed out to us, hat! we, and what more was wanting to
He then related several personal experi- in the shape of a neat little cottage situat- complete enjoyment at the seaside?
ences with business associates more par- eel near where the Mousam river meets the
R. B.
ticularly those he employed.
sea. No station, a threatening
sky, and
no
visible
mode
of
conveyance
induced
us
"\,Vhy," he savs, "I am unable to tell
Jou of the ravag~s drink has made upon to take our luggage ourselves, and though
men I have known.
Men who were of at first moderately heavy, its weight in- Vlhen Bab,"""" sick, \76 gave lier Caetaria,
After a W1Jensho ,ms s. Child, she cried for Castoria,
great worth to me in 1111'business hccamc creased with ,vonclerful rapidity.
utterly worthless, whicl; fact it became my walk of a very long half mile, we 1·eachcd When she hecamo ::.1iss,she clung to CastoriA,
Our spirits were of the WbonshohadChild.ron,shegavetbo:nCast-0rla,
unpleasant duty to impart to them, not our destination.
only for my own interest but for their highest, hut they did fall a trifle "·hen we
greater benefit. I am not averse to a so- found the cottage, so pleasing without, secial glass myself; I think I know "·here to curely fastened. But the gentlemen of
That white soap, "Ben's Self-\,Vasher,"
stop-refuse and fight if necessary in order our party did not propose staying out, if
to do so, but I am convinced that no man 'twere possible to get in. One young gen- at IL I-I. Burbank's, meets the approval of
tleman showed that his ability to balance the ladies, Try it!
is absolutely safe who drinks at a\l. I
i.

E,

Established

himself on a board while he reached
through a broken pane to unfasten the
·window, was quite equal to his ability in
balancing an account.
He having gained
admission, we all were soon within. The
sight was not reassuring at first, but after
removing a few large article~ that did not
seem to be of use to us, we fount! we had
a large, ne,v, clean cottage, at our di~posal. Others of our party came later, and
we had our fir,t meal in our new home
latest. on account of :Marcia's unaccountable forgetfulness.
But with later arri,·als
came provisions and soon we were seated
at the table. \Vhen I state that six teaspoons and one fork were the only eating
utensils we had for a party of elc,·en. you
can readily surmise that our risibili-ties
were not fully under our control at all
times during th<! meal. This lack was
supplied from a friend's house near bv but
the seashore generally causes one to ~!~ink
more of the food that is conveve.d than of
the mode of conveyance.
•
\Ve found good ~ooms abo,·e, with netting to exclude obnoxious insects, so the
nights would ha,·e passed very pleasantly
had we only had some pillows. But as
lime wore on we became more accustomed
to their absence, and also more skilled in
aking impromptu ones, so that long beore the week was passed we slept soundly
the short time set apart for that recreatio~.
The cottage was situated very pleasantly. In front stretched out the broad ocean,
by day clotted by stately ships far out; at
night the gleaming light-houses showed
where clanger might be. At the left a
promontory reared its grassy height, near
which flows the l.\Iow,am River, now in,
now out, responsi,·e to the ebb and flow of
the tide. At the right stretched the broad
smooth sand~ of IIart's beach, near which
our cottage (Ileartscase)
stands. In the
background are a few fishermen's cottages,
m1rsh_y lo,dands on the ri,·er, and sanclv
roads bordered by cool, shadv trees. \Y~
started Saturday.
The follo~ving Sunday
was lowering, but if "·e did ha,·e to run
for a shower occasionally, walk on the
beach "·e would. The ;·emaining days
\\·ere as beautiful as could be desired.
When in the cottage (a Yery small part of
the time) we had plenty of books, cards,
\\Tiling, etc., to amuse us. A walk on the
beach was pleasant at all times, especially
,1·hen the tide was just coming in at e,·ening. Sometimes the beach, at the pressure of a foot, would break into sparkling,
dancing points of light, due to the phosphorus.
Occasionally a rapid wa,·e "·oulcl
overtake us, but we were not afraid of a
little salt \\·ater, and well we were not. At
high tide the ·water came up under the
corner of the house, and seYeral times
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for Infants

and ChHdren.

"Caatoriaissowelladaptedtochildrenthat

Castor!a cures Colic, Constip:ition,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhala, Eructation,
.
Kil~e:~~s,
gives sleep, and promotes di•

[reeommenditassuperiortoanypreseription
knOWDto me."
H. A. Aiwmm, M:.D.,

111So, Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Withou~ injurious medication.
Tim CENTAUR Co:,ll'..t.NY, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

a
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These pills were a wonderful discovery. No others like them in ths worid. Will positively cure
or relieve all manner of disease. The information around each box is worth ten times the cost of a
box of pills. Find out
ience. One box will
about them, and you
do more to pw·ify the
will always be thankbloodand cure chronful. One pill a dose.
ic ill health than $5
Parsons'Pills contain
worth of any other
nothing harmful, are
remedy yet disco,easy to take, and
ered. Ifpsople could
cause no i!lconvenha made to realize
the marvelous power of these pills, they would walk 100 miles to g9t a box if they could not be had
without. Sent by mail for 25 cents in stamps. Illustrated pamphlet f:ee, postpaid. Send for it;
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\,Ve beg le,n-e, through your paper, to inform our friends and patrons
that we have opened a large stock of Spring
Goods
in ali of our departments, anc.l ha\·ing made an addition of a large Clothing
and Carpet
room
(now having the largest store in Eastt-rn Oxford,)
we ne\·er
vvere in as
good shape to meet the wants of the people as at present.

CLOTHINC

DEPARTMENT~

In this we ha Ye by far the best line we ever showed,

consisting

of

Men's
DressSuits,Business
Suits,&,Working
Suits,
Boys' short-leg and School Suits, and an endless variety of l\ien's
and
Boys' Pants of all prices.
\Ve also have a complete line ot Rubber Clothi11g. It would be useless for us to enumerate
our prices, hut we will convince any one who will favor us with a trial that our goods and price~ are
surpas~ed by none.

CAR ETS.
\\' e h3Ye added to our stock a ~ood line of \Vool
pets that \\'e feel proud to show anc1 price to any.

Gent's

and

Oil

Cloth

Car-

Fnrnisltin;;s.

In thi$ depai·tmeut
our line is complete,
\Vhite and Fancy Shirts, Ties, Suspenders,

·with all the
Underwear,

Spring
no,·elties.
GloYes, etc., etc.

DRY COODS.
\Ve haYc tried in ordering our Spring stock of these goods to place on
ou1· counters one of the best ~tock in this part of the county.
Seeing is beileving-, and we inYite vou all to C(>me and look us over.
\Ve haYe a large
line of sampks
of Black Silks. and believe that we can save money for any
one who will order their Silks of us.

BOOTS ,& SHOES.
Our shelves are full of all Grades of Ladies' and Gent's,
medium
fine Shoes, Slippers,
etc.
\Ve sell the celebrnted
•':Knights
of Lahor"
Shoe, warranted
honest stock, h()nest work, and honest prices.

and

$J

Groceries, Corn & Flour.
In this line we ahvays carry a full stoci<, and will sell
,iny party in town, for the same quality.

them

as low

as

In presenting this car<l, we do not desire for you to think that we will
sell lower than any one else, but do claim to show you the Largest Store and
J1e Largest Stock in Eastern Oxford, and will sell as low as any party can,
nd guarantee
all goods as represented,
or money refunded.
Obediently

Yours,

CHILDS & STAPLES.
lllaine.

Gilbertville,
Ylffiffl'1'5931!

Mrs. Estella C. Briggs, Greene Me.,
Agent for Greene and Canton for the eel·
ebrated
ORANGE
.RLOSSOJU
a Wonderful Remedy for

ADVERTISERS

FEMALECOMPLAINTS)
ETC,

Ladies being- thus aft1ictecl will do well
to call_on Mi:s- II. II. B~rba~k, Canton,
who will furnish them with circulars and
with the Remedy when needed. 2m. 21

E. W. ALLEN,

Canton,
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TEACHER OF VOCAL MUSIC.
a
vertlsmg
m
mencan
IhaVl' Prcrless a11dStanley organ whkl1
dd
•
I sell ,,treasonable prices; warranted for papers
Y
a
reSSing
five years. '['nose n want of an orgrt11 or
piano "·ill do well to ea~l Oil or atlclresR Geo.
Rowell
the above. These organs are well made
•,
in every respect, quick in action, brilllant
Newspaper' Advel"tising But'eau,
in tone, and voiced so they are easy to
10 Spruce
St., New Yol"k.
~ing with. 'l'hey are second to none.
Send
10cts. for 100-Page
Pamphlet.
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is gone off in the swamp with my banan. reeti.on of the noiscJ for fear of wounding
That is one.
I buy me some more Gustave, and at once swung myself to
banan.
That snake is gone in the the ground, whence I took up my glasses
swamp. I hang my banan in the livc- and set off at a sharp run down tha
oak, and that other night-the
last road.
PVBLJSltED THUBSDAYS, .A.T
Know'st thou not that woe and bliss
It was almost dark now, but after
night-he is here again, and this mornHold each alike attraction1
passing out of the thicket about the hut
CANTON. OXFORDCO., ME. That
ing I am no banan."
souls as well as •matter bow
She waived her hand with a tragic I heard the voices o{ men, and my name
To one law of reaction!
I. 'I. O.UlVl!R, Efflor a11dPreprletor. One needs must grieve, nor knows the while, gesture above the meugerly spread pave- was shouted with all the strength of
ment, as though saying, "Here is proof Gustave's strong lungs.
That every note of sadness
"I told you Mary was right," said
of my words-there is no bananna here."
In these days, when two headed and Has hidden in its being's depth
"I believe her," remarked Gustave, Gustave, coolly, when I stopped beside
four-legged chickens are hatched on
Its count.erpart of gladness.
oracularly.
He threw his head ba<:k him in the road a few seconds later. My
every farm, it is a positive relief to read 0, human soul, in darkness now,
upon his shoulders and sent thirteen per- fright and the sharp run made me pant
that Owen Craven of Randolph county,
All hops andcomfort scorning,
But wait, and lo! within thy sight,
Missouri, has a one legged Plymouth
fect rings of smoke, one after another, like a tired dog; but he was cool and seThe golden bars of morning.
Rock chick that is perfectly healthy, and
from between bis lips. "We will go out rene. The end of his freshly-lighted
hops about on its one leg with apparent
there this evening and scot~h that snake; cigarette burned red in the darkness.
"She told us the truth as she underwhat do you say?"
pleasure.========
"But a snake can have no possible use stood it. She thought it was a serpent
The cannibals in the world may be numBY HENRY NEWPORT.
for bananas. Serpents are frugivorons." that carried off her bananas, and so do
bered by millions. Probably a third of
"I don't care what they are. Mary you.
The "Feuilleton," which has so long
the natives of New Guinea are cannibals;
"You remember when I knocked up
has no reason for lying to us, and I beso are about two-thirds of the occupants been a feature of the newspapers of Paris,
lieve her story.
'The Crescent and the your rifle barrel just as you were about
of the New Hebrides, and the same pro. is rapidly being engrafted upon the strong
Orient Circus and Menagerie' is lying to shoot? Well, I saw that the thing
portion of the Solomon Islanders. All stock of America1:1journalism, and now
the daily story !s looked for by many down there in the bend on a steamer was no snake, but the trunk of an elethe natives of the Santa Cruz group,
fitting up for a run across the Gulf to phant. I Knew it could be nothing but
Admiralties, Hermits, Labisiade, Engin- readers as eagerly as are the stock reports
Because of this fact, I put Central America. The chances are that a.tame elephant belonging to the cireer, D'Enirecasteaux groups are canni- by others.
the following matter in the form of a the serpent has esc1\ped from it, and if cus, and it would not do for us to kill it.
bals, and even some well authenticated
this is the case, and we kill it, it will But I must confess I did not expect him
cases have occurred among the "black story, instead of the stereotyped style of
to seize me. He scared me so for a mina newspaper letter, and in genuine story make an item for you; eh, my boy?"
fellows" of Northern Australia.
Thus it was that at five o'cloc that ute I could not even cty out; but he did
fashion open _with a few words of talk
The Agricultual Department at Wash- from the lips of one of the characters. a'.ternoon Gustave and myself, wi h a not hurt me in the least, and down here
ington has sent out large quantities of the In this case, she is '':Mary," the well- bunch of fresh bananas, were perched in the road we met the circus men comeggs of the silk worm by mail to all known Choctaw peddler of roots and among the branches of the live-oak tree ing in pursuit of him, and he put me
parts of the country. It has now been herbs, whose station is near the down- which sheltered the rough bark hut in down."
"And the bananas?"
satisfactorily demonstrated that the leaf town entrance of the famous Fi-ench which Mary lived. The bananas were
1'Oh, the circus company will make it
hanging from the lowest limb of the
of the Osage orange makes as good silk Market, in New Orleans. Hear her:
as that of the mulberry, and that the
"Eh, bien, gentymans ! it is true.
I tree, about six feet above the swamp a:l right with Mary, or I will jug the
worms will feed upon it and thrive. 'rhe am no banan this morning-not
a one. grass, and I was lying immediately over whole lot."
I am inclined to believe that the circus
Department is in receipt of letters from He is stole, that banan.
Two bunch them in a nest of Spanish moss which efgirls in various parts of the country, say- banan stole, and the thief-the
thieffectually cushioned the branch on which company made it all right with Gustave,
ing that they have made from $20 to he is snake."
I rested, and at the same time shielded also, in consideration of his services in
$100 by raising silk in this way.
Seeing the doubtful look upon our me from observation from below. Gus- saving their elephant from my rifle bullet,
faces, :Mary pointed a copper-colored
tave occupied a similar position on the as he was playing an unusually high
The landed property of England cov- fore finger toward her stock in trade
opposite side of the massive trunk, and hand when I met him off duty the next
erssome 72,000,000 acres. It is worth $10,- spread out upon the pavement around
with a repeating rifle beside us and keen night in a Royal street gambling hall.000, 000, 000, and yields an annual rent, b.er.
Cincinnati Enquirer.
edged knives with curving blades-such
independent of mines, of $330,000,000.
"Eh, Uen, gentymans !" she said in knives as the field-hands use for cutting
One-fourth of this territory, exclusive of in her unmodulated voice.
Queer Justice.
"It is true. sugar cane-we awaited the approach of
that held by the owners of less than an See, I am no ban an this morning."
I related a story of a Hungarian justice,
twilight and the serpent.
acre, is in the hands of 1200 proprietors,
Sure enough, the noble bunch of baThe upper part of the trees had been doubtless of oriental origin, say3 the
and a second-fourth is owned by 6200 nanas, which had been her pride and
thoroughly explored in the bright sun- Hon. S. S. Cox in the New York Sun,
others; so that half of the country is principal source of revenue, as well as
In
light of the afternoon, and we were con- describing a conversation in Turkey.
owned by 7400 individuals.
The popu- the envy of every other Choctaw vender
fident that nothing larger than a tree- the interior of that country a Turkish
lation is 35,000,000. The peers, not 600 in the market, for lo these many days,
agent was sent to buy cavalry horses to
toad lurked m its greenness.
in number, own more than one-fifth of was conspicuous by its absence, and
The hut was built on a hammock of recruit for the then probable war with
the kingdom; they possess over 14,000,- Mary's stock-like that of her compatsolid ground rising out of the cypress Bulgarb antl Greece. While there the
000 acres, worth over $2,000,000,000,
riots-was made up solely of some piti- swamp, above the surface of which all agent desired that the proprietor of the
with an annual rental of $66,000,000.
village with whom he was contracting
ful bark canoes, beaded moccasins, around us were thrust the sharp-pointed
A growing Long Island industry, es- bunches of dried herbs and roots, and leaves of the palmetto and various scar- should show him fl. specimen of the Hunlet flowers, as well as the ragged trunks garian mode of proceeding.
pecially in Queens and Suffolk counties, about two quarts of swamp blackberries.
"Wait a few moments," said the pro"And the thief?" asked my compan- of the cypress. Imagination peopled the
is the raising of cucumbers for picking.
In some sections the farmers have given ion, Gustave-a member of the New Or- slimy ooze with all manner of of foul prietor, who was also a magistrate,
taking three things, shaped after the general image "and I will see who is in the town
over their entire farms to their cultiva- leans police force-after
tion, and they find a ready sale at the lazy pulls at his cigarette and ejecting of the water moccasins which moved jail."
Calling his constable he was informed
large pickle factories which have been the smoke in slender streams from his about in plain sight until twilight hid
by that officer that a goose thief had
established at Greenlawn, Jerusalem, nostrils. "ls he here? Was he one of them.
I was wiping the mist from my eye- been_ apprehended during the night and
Farmingdale, and other points.
Cauli- your neighbors?"
''He is not here; no. He is not man glasses with a soft linen handkerchief was m confinement.
He sent for the
flower and flat cabbage are also purHe is snake."
when something touched me on the' criminal.
chased in large quantities for pickling at -he.
Like all other Indians, the Choct~w shoulder and made me start so violently
"Are there any witnesses," asked the
the factories. Of the cauliflower taken
berry venders, who gather in a little th:it the glasses slipped from my hands judge.
much is unfit for anything but pickling,
"Two," was the answer; "the man
and the flat cabbage are made into group each morning at one end of the and fell into a clump of wild roses growwho owned the goose and a man who
sauerkraut. The factories on an averao-e French market in New Orleans, are not ing about the roots of the tree.
, 'Never mind them,,, hissed Gustave saw the theft."
make from 10,000,000 to 15,000,000 voluble. ''How much?" you will ask,
After hearing the evidence the judge,
pickles each year.
:Manufacturers say pointing at a square piece of clean bark in an intense whisper, "look toward the
upon
which
a
handful
of
berries
is
piled,
river."
in his fierce and harsh Hungarian (Finthat people eat ten times as many pickles
But without the glasses I was almost nish-Tartaric) tongue, called up the culnow as they did ten ycarf ago and the and the Indian will hold up two fingers
consumption is steadily increasing. This -indicating cents-or three, or four, as blind and could not see more than ten prit and said: "You have been found
Sometimes he will feet before me.
I heard the crashing of guilty and I fine you ten kreutzers and
year the farmers have planted a larger the case may be.
put the price into words; but his con- twigs, however, as though some large ten days' imprisonment for stealing the
acrea2;e of cucumbers than ever before.
versation is, in general, reserved for his body was moving toward us, along the goose."
A very strange story comes from the own people in the privacy of his native road over which we had come, and then
Thereupon he summoned the owner of
west-strange stories are indigenous to swamps. The enterprise which had in- Gustave swung himself into my nest.
the bird and said: ''I fine you ten kreutthe west--but its authenticity is vouched duce:l Mary to add a bunch of bananas
•
•
t f or a.l
" I tis coming," he whispered,
"and zers an d t en d ays ' 1mpnsonmen
by the newspapers of Colorado, where to her home-gathered roots and herbs from the commotion alono- the cotton- lowing your goose to be stolen."
O
the extraordinary thing is said to have had led to her acquiring a more extend- woo d s it must be as big around as a
T o th e w1·t ness h e sa1"d : "S"UT!l. h , I fine
happened.
A prosperous Coloradoan ed voc1bulary than that of any of her horse. You fire at the head.
I will you ten kreutzers and ten days' imprisbcgan, several weeks since, to feel an relatives, and the excitement consequent aim at the spine, and if the rifles do not onment for not minding your own busiunusual heaviness in his checks, the upon her great loss made her use it
"
muscles growing stiff and the skin vis- more freely, this morning, than ever be,\t give it the knife at close quar- ne:ilma Effendi then remarked that alibly hardening.
His friends were dis- fore m the presence of white men.
We heard the crackino- continue and most an odd a case recently came before
posed to be merry over his complaints;
"Ycu are not believe that thief is presently-half blind as was-Isa~
the one of the courts of Stamboul. A credibut he regarded them !l.S having serious snake?"
tops of the young cotton-woods grow- tor came to the judge to have a note
grounds. He steadily grew worse, and,
She pushed her coarse black hair be- ing in a thicket about the base of the sued. It was for 1500 piasters, and due
at the end of seven days, both sides of hind her ears and scowled at us from hammock tremble violently, as though a three years hence. The judge ordered
his face had assumed the solidity of IIbeneath her wiry eyebrows.
Then she ~arty of horsemen were passing through the suit, but condemned the creditor to
marble. !Ie was unable to hold up his belted the ~oose calico wrapper which it. Instead of coming directly toward confinement for three years, "For," said
head, so heavy had it become. His she ';ore with her outs'retchecl fingers, us'. the agitation passed through the his honor, "how do I know where you
eyes took on a stony glitter; his neck and Jerked her head towarJ. the circum- thicket to the opposite side of the live- will be three years hence, so as to pay
grew hard, with other parts of his ference of her waist thus indicated.
oak, where we had no outlook.
you over your piasters, unless I hold you!"
body, and a few days later he died.
"That snake is big through like I am.
W_lrileI was shifting my position and.
Had Been iu The Preserves Too.
His attendant physicians consider it a His heacl is little like my two fists, and peermg through the semi-darkness in
case of veritable petrifaction,
which he is long-eh, bien! he is long like a the direction which the agitation had
A certain widow lady owned a parrot,
continued after death until the whole ship.
taken, a slimy, black shape slid about and being absent from home one day,
frame seemed to have turned to stone.
"You know th at Tchoupitoulas road? t'.1e.trunk of the tree, passed across the the said parrot got into her jar of preth
Taylor was 82 years old.
Before he Yes. I am live ere.
Two mile from hm1ted field of my vision and grasped serves, and ate them all up. The widow
had begun to suffer from the extraor- th erc, where th e river be nd s in and the bananas.
At the widest point visi- on coming home,discovered the mischie~
diuary disease he weighed 162 pounds; comes near _my wig':am.
I nm hang ble it was as large around as a man's and was so indignant
at the "Pretty
four days after hi, death he weio-hed my banan m that live-oak tree, where body, and in the indistinct view which Poll" that she caught up a kettle of hot
more than 600 potmds.
The D:wcr
the wind can keep him fresh, and when I caught it seemed to taper rapidly to a water and threw it upon it. The operadoctors have put forward various the- I am come up from the riyer, before head no larger than an orano-e
tion robbed it of its bright plumage, and
orics-one to the effect that the phe- yester night, wi:h water for boil in the
I whipped the rifle to ~; shoulder left it in a state of nudity.
nomenon must have arisen from an ex- pot, th at snake is come down out of the and pul1ed the trigger, just as Gustave
It went skulking around for several
cess of carbonate of lime in his sys- live-oak. He is black, and he is crawl, k~ocked up the barrel of my g,m with days, quite despondent and ashamed,
tern-but
none of them explain the a nd cr~w~, and c-r-a-w-1!''
his owu. There was a pause of a sec- when presently the widow's beau-an old
matter satisfactorily.
Taylor could t~lk . She imitated th e serpent's slow, g1id- ond's duration, and then the shap widower, who like "Poor old Uncle
until au hour before his end, and with mg motion with her skinny arm and came sliding up to our nest, and beforee Neel, had no hair on the top of his
his latest breath ordered that his body hand.
should be sent to the Smithsonian fo.
GuSt avus could use his knife it had head," came to see her.
stitution for scientific examination.
, ''.And t~en, ~~hen I am st iff wi th grasped him about the middle and lifted
The parrot's spirits brightened np imfraid, he JUm,~s ,,
him from the perch. I heard it for some mediately on seing the old gentleman's
A new material, Jaine vitreaux, has
Her ha d 1
d
d 1 th d
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pate: and in a tone of joy it exsnrn 1 cheeks with lace canvas l,·,tt·,·ce
n
JUmpe
an cu c e • a seconcs after crunchino- the dr t •
bunch of wild gino-er
fl
"'
Y wigs
'
":orl;. .It is in_ colors, and is worn over
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t 11_at oored the roodway, as it moved claimed:
st
nd j with its prey toward thn r"iver.
silk correspondrnQ:
~ to the darkest shades .h _A d snap goc~. _my banan- em, a
~
"Eb, you've been in the preserves,
18
of the checks.
I e
gone. Eh, oien, gcntrymans! Ile
I was afraid to risk a shot in the di- too?"--Bo~ton I'o.r:.
Reaction.
O, bird of mine,with drooping wing,
Whence all these not.esof sorrow!
Thy song but yesllerday was glad,
And 'twill be gay to-morrow.
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SCIENTIFIC SCRAPS.
Since .Agassiz died
ornithologists
have discovered, mi,inly through fossil
remains, th1t birds are closely related to
reptiles in their structure.
A fossil bird.
discovered in Germnny, has been purchased by the British Museum for a small
fort\J.ne. It shows a body lengthened
out into a tail, that without wings, closely resembled a reptile's body.
The supply of water to plants through
their roots is al ways more abundant
when the soil is kept warm; hence when
plants begin to wilt, mere warming the
earth around the roots will
sometimes cause them to rcvi ve. But it
must be remembered that roots (except
those of acquatics) need air to breathe.
and hence they must not be drowned.
The popular impression as to the duration of the lightning fin.shis that it is
practicnlly instantaneous.
From the experiments
of Wheatstone and otlrers
with the rotating disk, the durations of
the flashes measured would vary apparently from the 1-10:J0 to the 1-10,000 of a
second. Others es'.imate the duration of
~:e!.ash as even shorter than these figAstronomical
text-books
place the
sun's density at a little more than that of
water, but in a recent lecture Mr. J. Norman Lackyer, the English astronomer,
e_xpressed the opinion that the sun really
has not more than one-eighth the density
of water. If this view be correct, the
sun is simply an enormous globe of glowing gas, possibly liquid at the centre in
consequence of the enormous pressure
existing at that part. Solar temperature
is a matter at which men can only guess
as yet, and scientific estimates range
from 3,000 to 18,000,000.- Arkansau,
Tra1Jeller.
An inhabitant or Stockholm has invented a fire-proof garment, which will
permit the wearer to stnnd calmly in the
midst of a raging fire for an hour without suil'ering nny inconvenience-so
it is
alleged. It consists of two parts, or envelopes; the first, next to the body, is of
rubber material; the second is of moleskin; the two parts are connected by a.
curious head-piece, which also protects
the face and admits the necessary air.
The space between the envelopes is filled
with fresh water, which is also admitted
at the head-piece, and prevents burning.
Some very attractive specimens of
paper slippers, sandals, and other coverings for the feet-a substitute for leather,
etc.-havc
been brought to notice in
London, where their manufacture has
been recently undertaken.
For this purpose paper, paper puip, or papier mache
is empioycd in making the o1ppcr, which
is moulded to the desired form and size;
the sole is made of paper or pasteboard,
leather board, or other adapted paper
materia', a union of this sole to the upper
being effected by means of cement, glue,
or other adhesive material; the plan is to
have the upper crea.sed, embossed, or
perforated the instep and sides, so as to
prevent any breaking or tearing while in
use. The sole may be made with or without a heel.
========
Author of the '·Sweet Bye an<l Bye."
According to one version the poem
was written by Dr. R. Fillmore Bennett,
now of Richmond, Ill., who, however,
was residing in Elkhorn, Wis., in 1868,
when this famous song was composed.
IIe was then keeping a drug store at
that place, and had published some
music in connection with J. P. Webster,
the composer,
Partly at 1\fr. Webster's
request and partly to relieve a fit of depression Dr. Bennett wrote this poem.
Mr. Webster composed the music for it,
and it became a general favorite immediately upon its publication.
Dr. Bennett was born at Eden N. Y., in 1836.
Ile came to Illinois in boyhood. He was
educated at Ann Arbor, Mich., and received his meJ.ical training at Rush
Medical College, Chicago.
According
to the version of Mr. Webster's friends
the first verse of the poem and the music
we: e written by J. P. Webster. He sang
this verse to the music to Mi-. Bennett,
who wrote the remaining verses as they
now stand. 1\Ir. Webster was given to
using expressions like "on the other
shore," ''in the bye and bye," and ono
of these expressions suggested the song,
-Inter- Ocean.
A Ministe1·';; Humor.
The R<lv. Mr. Stebbins, of San Francisco, has a keen appreciation of the ludicrous and is something of a wit himself. Not iong ago n man with whom he
was slightly acquainted accosted him
with:
''Well! Stebbins, I like you first-rate;
but I don't like your religion!
Sorry;
out I don't; for I'm a Ilaptist."
"I am glad to hear that you are a Baprcplied Mr. Stebbins, who realized that
the man had been taking something
strono-er than "Adam's ale " "for I don't
kno: of anything that ~ould do you
more l!ood thnn water !"-Boston Gazette.
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tted, Always in Order, Richly um of a prodigous bark issued thereOrnamented, J'l ~kelptaied, and from. Out of the door came an African
reeling as if drunk, and fell in a heap by
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the side of the man I had stumbled over.
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-AddressAnd then I saw there were several others
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sitting huddled up along the bottom of
812 Broadway, New York.
the wall, groaning from time to time, and
and gasping in o most frightful manner.
As the door remained ajar, I peeped in,
and the spectacle presented was so extra1°1£
Yi"c manufacture Open and Top Bugordinary that I ventured to push it wider,
Sile?, conP-isting of the Side Spring End
and step inside into the large courtyard
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Spring. Brewster, Timken and. Ea'ward I
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upon which it opened. No one noticed
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me, for every one was engrossed,· as if beAlso various styles of Two-Seated Car·
witched, in the religious function that
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was proceeding.
In the center stood a
dervish with a book from which he was
chanting. On either side, with torches
in their hands that flickered and spluttered as surely torches never d:d before,
stood two acolyte-like youths, who yelled
a sort of accompaniment to the dervish's
chant.
Arranged in a weat semi-circle before
these officiating personages was a ring of
Send for Catalogi,e and Prices before
forty men, Africans and Arabs, some
buying.
bare headed and nearly naked, others in
the complete costume of the well to do.
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'fi•::;,k. pause, the whole company
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so exact that the forty barked like one.
hani.:Ps~tj':!i';~~:'fi':i;'!~t':.i'l51~r!:fg:·found On a sudden the dervish stopped, the
~-l'.r~F.:it"';,.u
i?:.~;'::~u'::'t~;~{i:'.\j~s:·1wi~afu~ acolytes yelled afresh and then the comcircular =\ti:~P_f.i~iiot8&~~Hartferd,
Co<>n. ,;i I pany of devotees,
pumping with their
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I arms and doubling up their bodies, pro• ceedcd to a fearful competition of lungs.
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boned Africans reeled and staggered out
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of the ring, leaned aiainst the walls or
An,::,\'; House every lG days in tbc last6 yen.rs. Ou·
fell exhausted, gasping and groaning,
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2 cburche5, :-;chool, 11ewspapcr ructory, founrlry,
like heaps of rags, upon the ground.
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~~~~~!~, r~~~c$~Go e~~l~l~~~~'t~t~ \~1~~a1~~~ri~~ ~~bjti~:e A few still held out, but faint and mufhaving employment. without leaving their situation.
fled in ,oice, and the torches fl.ashed and
Address .J. F. l!IANC:HA..Claremont.Surry Co.,V;·
splutterec1, showing the faint-ing men lying all round the court, tossing their
arms about, and raving, until it seemed
~e:i::..d.e:n.,
Conn.,
as if the devils had been let loose on the
SOLE MANlJFA.OTUltER,
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earth. My own sensations were extraordinary, for I, who had only been looking
on, felt actually faint and out of breath,
and I was glad tu get out of the court.
.Al, I went the voices grew weaker and
weaker, and so died out altogether; the
man who gave the last grunt of all being
the winner for the night of the prize for
piety. Next morning I was told that
my adventure bad really been one of considerable risk, as many of the men in
these barking exercises are mad drunk
with harshness, and the whole company
fanatically Mohammedan.
But I am
glad I was not wise in time, or I shoud
never have seen one of the most wonder•
ful sights of my life.
1
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Dislikes of .Bees.
A correspondent of the Bee Journal
writes that a brood of chickens were in
the habit of frequenting the shed in
which he kept his bees. The bees stung
all the dark colored ones to death, yet
did not molest the light-colored chicks.
Why the preference1 The editor writes
that he has frequenely spoken of the advantage of wearing light clothes among
the bees. We wear black bee veils because we cannot see clearly through any
other color. Woolly, fuzzy, and dark
materials are objected to by bees. A
man with a plug hat on rarely gets
stung, unless by a bee that is trying _to
"shoot the hat" aims too low and hits
the face by mis ake, while a companion
at a suitable distance is perfeotly oafe. .IA,,,uum CM,.) J1Jurnal.

CLIPPINGS FOR THE t,1JRIOUS.

In the South.

The experiments on the wear of coins~
~ ii!!~ f;~res:: 1~;w,
begun in 1883, have been continued b:yj
Of the nightingales,
the chemist and essayer of the British
And th,woodsof Apollo.
Mint, but are not yet completed.
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A citizen of Springfield, Ill., has a
curiosity in the shape of a radish. It is
about four or five inches long, and about
the middle it is encircled tightly by an
oblong ring of porcelain, probably a part
of a broken cup or d1Sh, through which
i.t has grown.
'l'he reduced officers and discharo-ed
soldiers who had served in the Ameri~an
col0nics during the French and Indian
wars received grants of land frotn the
British Government in 1763. Field officers received 5000 acres each, captaills
3000, subaltern and staff officers 2000,
non-commissioned officers 200 and private soldiers 50.
"West Indian dysentery" is due to a
mild dose of powdered glass delivered to
an enemy in his food by the West Indian
natives.
If the doses are continued
death is the result. Bottles filled with
ground glass and water are used for
charms. One of them hung under a tree
in an orchard is almost sure to keep the
natives away from the fruit, as they be.
lieve that the charm poisons it.
Under the Romans in the Later Empire, serfdom arose almost naturally from
the universal disorder and chaos of
society. The slave, if freed, could not
protect himself, and preferred the state
of half freedom and of safety which
serfdom offered.
The small farmer
found himself better guarded from robbers by attaching himself as a serf to the
estate of a po"·erful nobleman or leader.
Fixing it Up.
The next day after a man moved into
a town in western Dakato the mayor
called on him and said :
"Just arrived from the East I hear i"
''Yes."
"Believe your name is Jones 1"
"That's it."
"No title I suppose 1"
"None."
"Of course you will want one now
but I'll tell you just how it is : we
haven't got much left to select from.
·we limited each title to five persons
and we already have five colonels, fiqe
senators, five governors, fiye judges and
so on. We aren't quite full on majors
and commodores, however, and you can
take your choice."
"Well if it's customary I believe rn
take major. 11
"A.ll right, Major. Come on d?wn to
Judge Pott's poker parlors and I'll introduce you to Senator Blow, General
J\lcGorc and other of our leading citi•
zens. "-Esteline B,ll.

A Bl'ief Sermon on Anger.
A. brother got furiou,qly mi:.d with us
.l!ometime !lgo. He stormed like a volcano and his wrath was at white heat.
He fell upon us and told with vigorous
indignation how bad he thought we
were. We enjoyed it.' We always respect an houcstly mad man. His wrath
is a token of his sincerity.
There was
something so charming in his realness
and candor that we almost forgot that
we were the target at which his blows
were directed. ·wheu he finished we
simply explained to bim how it all happened. The storm cloud broke and the
genial sunlight was on his brow again.
If we must get angry let us do it hotly
and courageously; let us blaze like a
furnace and go for the object of our
anger at once. In this way we may
finish up the business in a single day and
the setting sun will not see the wrathcloud on our brow.-Baltimore
Baptist.
A Remarkable Memory.
You never can mention any subject in
Blobb's presence, but he knows all about
it. Bass was saying that the Somerset
man-of-war, which was wrecked on Cape
Cod, was becoming rapidly buried in tho
sand.
"I want to know," exclaimed
Blobbs; "and it seems only yesterday
that she went ashore.
I remember the
circumstances well.
It was a terrible
night-a terrible night!
Let's see, I
don't remember the da:e, but it was-"
Bass-"lt was November 3, 1778. You've
got a remarkable memory, Blobbs, but I
didn't think you were so old, _indeed I
didn't."
In less than three mmutes the
pause in the conversation was broken by
Blobbs remarking that he believ-ed he'd
have to be going.
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A wide-awake hat is one without a
nap.
Organ-gr·ndcrs' motto: Turn about is
fair play.
An essay contest can Le very properly
called a skull race.
A man may have no ear for music, yet
have a mind to play,
Pain will frequently transfer a child
into a groan person.
An unavoidable breach of the piece:
The stock of a gun.
The heart's true love melt3 to tender
librations of ice cream.
"I mean no reflection," as the headlight said when it went out.
Superior Court-Going it sweet on one
of the dear creatures worth $100,000.
"ltiamma," cried a five-year old girl,
"l started to make my doll a bonnet, and
it's come out a pair of pants. 11
People open their hearts and expand
when they marry. At a wedding they
should not be called the contracting
parties.
"Look here, Judge," said the burglar,
"I ain't so bad as you think I am. Only
give me time and l'll reform." And the
Judge gave him fifteen years.
A mathematical calculation has shown
that if the muscles of a man were relatively as strong as those of a flea he
could throw a book ageut two miles.

I

"We want a circus and we want it
bad," sighs a Western paper. We would
suggest that the editor call the owner of
the opposition sheet a horse.thief.
"J'Hercy!" exclaimed Mrs. Homespun,
when she read in the paper that Jay
Gould made ten cents every time the
clock ticked; "I should think h,1'd be
worried to death for fear the clock would
run down."
A lady remained too long on a train
to kiss a friend, and, trying to get off
after it was starteJ, was thrown violently on her face. "If ever I kiss any.
body ngain !" sai 1 she vengefully, as she
arose; "any woman, at least,"
she
thoughtfully added.
A problem blind, to the young man's mind,
Is to know the reason why
He has his cm3 when ho's out ia the rain,
His umbrella wben it's dry.
Indian Fi.;hing s1,ears.
The fishing spears used by the Piute
Indians are of peculiar construction.
Into the end of a pole er shaft from
twelve to fifteen feet ia length is ins~rted a piece of iron or steel wire nbout as
thick as an ordinary lead pencil and
about ten inches long; the end of this
wire is made quite sharp. Another piece
of wire about two inches long forms the
barb.
One end of this
short
piece of
wire
is
made
very
sharp.
It is then laid upon the point of
the long wire and tightly lashed with a
piece of pitched twine. In the centre of
the piece of short wire is fastened a
string over a foot in length, which is
made fast to the shaft of the spear.
When a fish is strnck the point of the
spear passes entirely through its body.
In withdrnwing it the short wire or barb
pulls of, and, turning crosswise, the fish
is securely fastened and hangs dangling
to the handle of the spear.

Protection Against. Lightning
Jlfiss Birdie McGinnis and Miss Esmeralda L·1ngc, ffin arc rival belles of Austin.
They arc continualiy saying mean things
to each other in the most plasant manner imaginable.
Both of them happened
to be at a picnic at Bee Springs near Austin, and Miss Birdie wore very large diamonds, the genuineness of which was
very much doubted
by some of her
friends.
A thundor storm came up and the picnickers were obliged to take refuge under
some trees.
"Birdie," said .Miss Esmeralda anx.
iously.
"What is it, Esmerald ?" asked Birdie.
"I wish you wou)d come over here
where I am. I would feel safe."
"W"hy so, Esmeralda, dear ?"
''Because I read in a paper the othef
day that it is only real diamonds that at•
tnct furhtin.ll."-Siftinua .

l

OUR PUZZLE CORNER
r.-RIDDLE.
Eyes like a cannon ball,
Ears like a mule,
Tail like a cotton-ball,
Runs like a fool.
ORA.

2.-HIDDEN
FLOWERS.
Ida is younger than her sister.
Bring me the pans you bought.
3, Ambrose will soon b<!here._
4, Can nature produce anythm ~ more
beautiful?
5, I rise at seven in t!1e ~orning.
6, The scratch of a pm killecl her.
7, Tell Mr. Fusch I am ready.
8 I saw an ape on yonder tree.
9'. The new bridge will be_ built under
supervision of Cole and Erwin.
L. F.
1,
i,

I

IMPORTANT

• • •
•
•
\VI1en co Iors of the prism
upon md1v1duals,
not. N at10na
1•1t1es.
• that gain their splcnevery person adopts such sanitary meas- dor from the 'Olar rays.
ures as are necessary for the protection ofl
H. S. 1\1.
himself and his nei~hb~r,, and ex:rcises
due care that contagion 1s not earned by
the:11 to others, they will then begin to ~o
their duty to themselves and the public.
They need not assume responsibilitie. that
belong to others.
The question, "\'Vho's
to blame?" is easily answered :-The
per,on who through neglect furnishes farnrable condition
for the spread arid fatal
work of the disease, upon himself or his
neighbors.
----[Written for the CANTON
TELEPno1<E,
l

PICNZ,AT THESHORE.

[\Viii our friends r~mem~er we have not
space to prolong a d1scuss10n of personal
matters, and as for fine ~oints in theolo~y,
'tis not worth the while to draw a lme
when in the great essential point we can
agree.-EDITOR.]

A FOREl'ASTE.
I have had a foretaste of oblivion and
forgetfulness
from the hand of the
"DREAD" unknown.
IIavejust been taking an "inning" in Buckfield town, where

Remember
the best place
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to get your
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At the BrickStore,

will
DRY
&
FANCY
GOODS
CANTON
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THE--

where

you

find

a large

stock

of
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Big drive on Gent's
Canvas B. B.
\Vbo has the ~elfare
of his farnd_v Boots at 85 cts.
Boys' ditto, 75 cts.
at heart and considers
the cost of hard
Gent's
Serge
Prince
Albert,
85 cts.
earned dollars.
Gent's Dress Lace Button
and Congress, $r.75,
$2.00 anct $2.50.
L::irge stock
of those
warranted
Kids at $.2, and many other grades.
Also the

®

the height< t aad the be t aad the g,ee"·
est part of my life went on, and I have
been made sensible of the fact that there
are those who have arisen that "know not
Joseph."
It is Phineas now, and Byron
is his dwelling place. But let Phineas remember that he, too, is destined to be ,,elegated to the shades.
\Vhen old father
Time has shufl:led a spell he will turn up
Jack or somebody else, and he may turn
him from the bottom.
It would be just
like him.

'fil Ti'. 11\1'l,T, ,~

~

5~

~~ ~

~ ~ ~j

.Jl."00

ROCKLAND, Mass., July 12, 1886.
3.-E~IGMA.
A private party at this place had procurComposed of 13 letters.
--AND-My 5 6 7 is a name of a boy.
ed teams for the purpose of visiting the
My 2 3 13 is where you go when you shore and having a picnic dinner at a notshut the front door after you.
ed plac.:e called Martin's ·well. I had an
Mv 10 II 12 is a bed.
You can hardly keep house
without
My 8 9 1 is what you speak of every- invitation to accompany them and take
it. You will always find a full line,
thing together.
part in the amusements of the clay. I acand sold at Rock Bottom,
at the
My 4 is what you say when you speak cepted the invitation, and all were in line
of yourself.
to move at 8 o'clock A. J\L, twenty-one in
My whole is the name of an authoress
number.
Started from Rockland, passed
who writes stories for children.
by IIingam to Martin's \Veil. !Iere we
"\Vho'II press for gold this crowded street,
4.-CAPE8.
stopped, dug four bushels of clams and
A hundred ~·ears to come?
1, What cape is a month?
had
them
cooked
for
dinner.
\Ve
spread
\Vho'll
tread yon church with willing feet,
2, What cape is always angry?
A hundred ,·ears to come?
our table cloths and partook of our dinner
3, \Vnat cape makes fish balls?
Important hccausc if vou w:ntc.:d to huy :t Xcw
Pale,
t1·embling
age, and fiery youth,
4, \Vhat cape warns you of danger_?
under the shade of some very line cedai-s,
Carpet within fhl! next t\yo months nuy it now. You
And childhood, with his brow of truth,
TIME-TABLE,-In Effect July 12 1 '86.
will ucvcr huy it chc:iper than at the pre~cnt time,
5, \Vhat cape is where _the s~a begms?
"like unto those of Lebanon."
Across The rich and poor, on land, on sea,
and
if you han! not all the money to pay down hny
6, \Vhat cape is a musical mstrument?
GOING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
it on our contract plan, one.quarter down and the
the harbor, about one and a half miles, we Where will the mighty millions be,
LYe,
A. ,1.-)tXD
'\J.\1J...
Lvt•,
-,1xn
'\L\lL
7, ,vhat cape encourages you?
halancc by the \\"eek or month.
A hundred years to come?
had a fair ,·iew of the city of Hingham.
8. What cape runs?
G-Ilhc1·tvillc,l
9 0011
--,,..
"-j''-'1-.
Canton,
+
15
9
10 Boston,
7
00 9, \Vhat cape comes fro_m the sun?
ln1portant because if you :ne g-ning- to refurnish
Ex-Gov. J. D. Long's residence was in \Ve all within our graves' shall sleep.
1
the Parlor this fall do· so now at reduced prices.
IO, 'vVhat cape tumbles mto t~e sea?
A hundred years to come;
~~
view, and Downer's Landing, a famous
Xever in the hi-.torv of the hu:--incss could we sL•ll ;r:~~trc~oacl,j 1 35 9 25; Portland,G.T. ~ ;/;
11, \Vhat cape is worn b,r lad1e??
N"o Ji,,ing soul for us will weep,
East Sumner,
-~ 50 9 3, Lewiston, " 110 10 2 ,)O
g-oods
as
low
as
no{v.
And
remember
that
we
tdl
place for the laboring people of Boston to
*\Yarrcn it'd,
F'lcchanic !◄''ls 10 45 3 15
12, \Vhat cape is a rug with a dish?
0
A hundred years to come;
2
~~ngc~~:r:~~cfi1~;~c!
V:~~:s'~~
13 ,vhat cape is red-headed?
go to from the busy toil and cares of city But other men our land ,,·ill till,
0 9 4S
11 05 3 27
mcnts) good:-- arc hig-her than one month ag-o and
14'. \Vhat cape pleases foolish people?
5 35 9 5S East Hebron, .11 30 3 37
life, to enjoy a day's pleasure and recrea- And others then our streets will fill,
they arc g-oin~ hi.~hcr yet.
RUT as lnng as our Ea:-;t IIchron,
13, \Vhat cape says goodbye?
1
~tock holds out, which was bou~ht before the ri~e, ~~i~l;~1i~~f:
tion. They had a band of music and the And other birds will sing as gay,
5
50
10 10
5 3 52
we shall continue to ~ell at old prices as follows:
L. K.
And bright the sunshine as to-day,
~arrive.
l*\Y:irr('n R'd,
wind being farnrable we could hear it
Hair Cloth P.irlor Suits, from $35 to$~)[ohair
A hundred years to come."
~l('chanicF'I:-.
6 15 10 2.J Eai::t Stunner, 12 35 4 o6
Plush,
$.;o,
$45,
$50,
$6o,
$65,
$
5,
$S5,
,rnd
up
to
1
5.-DIAl\IOND.
across the water very plainly.
A great
17 1211 15 Hartford,
12 50 + 13
$i50, \\·e warrant the goods in evl.·ry ,vay and ,vill Lcwbton,
1, A letter.
r. ~t. l*Fullcr Road,
give you all one color or a comhinatinn
of colors,
many yachts were in the bay, and steamS 25 12
Canton,
.
1 10 4 2S
and you can pay us all ca~h, or one-half c:u;;h, or one- Portland,
2, Something
used at school.
I'. :\T.
(arrive.
ers were making regular trips to and from
quarter ca~h, and the halance hv the w..:ck or month,
3, Pertaining to the morning.
OBITUARY.
__I 1_5' 5_1 Gil~tvillt~,
~_35
and thereby enjoy the artich::-, while paying for Boston,
all points along the coast, touching at all
4, An article of food.
thenJ.
*Trains st0p only on signal.
5, Strict de,·otion.
places of interest to accommodate the travDied
ofdiphthei-ia,
at
Gilbertville,
July
STAGE CONNECTIO:\'S.
6, A negative.
eling people.
12, :\I_vrtie :\fay, aged 8 yrs. IO mos. 8 days;
AT \\"E~T :\h:,;0T.-D,1ily,with
mail train,for Ile
7, A consonant.
hron .Academy, 3 1-2 miles.
After we all had partaken of a bountiful July I.J., Chri tie :\faud. aged 5 yrs. 7 mos.
Tnu.
dinner, we went through a fine oak grove 11 days: younge t children of Mr. and
ch~:e'~ ;~;~E/;1Yi;;;~;l!~1~;1t~v~tl~ni~~~i'l"!\Tt~~i~,u{~~
:\Irs. J. D. Pike.
ANSWERS
NEXT
WEEK.
ticld 3 mile:;, and \\"est Sumner i miles.
to a place called Ring Bolt Rock, on the
5 patterns for Curtains; almost 2,000 yard~ boug-ht
1
bank of a river. I wa informed by an old Our dear ones ha,,e crossed the i-iver,
at 1-2 price. The g-oods are all 4z in. wick, hand- P;·~l~5C1~f;~~~\Vc~~\~t~tt1i~~11~1~~,n~:~~i'd ~~r nj1~!~
They
are
,,·ith
the
angels
now;
A '<SWERS TO PUZZLES OF LAST WEEK. resident that no one of the present genersome patterns, you alJ know what it is, and besides
:\.-Icxico 15 miles, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Roxburv
The_v have laid aside their pla:·things,
we want you to write for sample if you wi~h, IJCT 21 miles,Byron 25 miles,lfoughton's
30 miles.
Af.
1.-1, Rocky.
2, Andes. 3, Atlas.
4, ation knew by whom or for what purpose
And the crowns are on their brow.
JGST SEE \VHAT ,vE ARE GOING
TO DO.
\Ye will so for Brittun's :\!ills, Livermore, 5 miles.
5
Catskill.
5, Pyrenees.
6, Ural. 7, Ne- the ring bolt was put in there. It showed
11
.
.-\T
GILBERTVILLJ<::.-Daily,
with
mail
train,
for
,
~b~~~~f~~s~~,
a,~1t;~
p~ei)~,\~~errt;~r,
;
They are clothed in clean, white garments,
va~-~ 8, <;:rreen. 9, inow.
IO, Alps.
Canton Point 1 1-4 miles,
brass ends, 2 hrais bracktts or in other words a pair
great age, by scales of iron that had fallen
And they walk the streets of gold;
of scrim curtains and a brass trimmed pole com.
L.
L.
LIXCOL~,
Sc.:PT.
from the eye bolt and ring. After seeing Our loved ones are safe fore,,er
CAP
plete, for $1.05 per pair, and we will fill any orcil..:!r
Within the Savior's fold.
for one pair or a hundred pair:-:. as lcmg as the g-oods
PAPAL
all that was interesting at Ring Bolt Rock
last. Plca::;c writt for ~ample~ or order without
PAN
They
are
waiting
in
that
city,
scdn~ the goods.
One thing- we will say, this is in the to, ...·n of Peru in the Countv of Oxford and
we returned to :.Wartin's \\'ell. hitched up
L
State of~1aine
The following- li~i of taxes nn real
the big-g-~st1mrgain in ,1 curt:tln that we CVt;!t' oflcrcd
\Vhere the holy angels wait,
the teams and drove to N"antasket beach,
<:st.1te of non-re~ident owners' in the town of Peru
in thc~e columns.
3.-:\Iasterpiece.
And when we cross the ri,·er
1
4.-Lawsuit.
where we drove a long di tance upon the
;,~r/~~J)•~~
~~i:1';~\~'.~,~
;~ l~td~~h 1:i':,~
They will meet us at the gate.
5.-Ebony.
of July, 1SS5, has been rcturiwd hy !um to me as reshore close to the water's edge, to see the
1
6.-1,
Brush, rush. 2, Fox, ox. 3,
iti~i~
!~1tffi~~~f~1~~
t~:;tt
tll:t~~~!~j;~o,~fr~!~:/1~
~~;t!~{,
Died at Gilbertville, of diphtheria, July
Twine, wine. 4, Bone, one. 5, Pink, ink. bathers, and a great throng of people en6, Stag, tag.
gaged in all kind of amusemants.
But 17. 1886, Cinnie E Ames, daughter
of
~~nr~~1~~:~e ~~~:~i;~r~i\~,\\
tl~\1l~jf}~et~:ifrct/tt;~~1:';i~f
said town within ei::{hkcn months from the daic of
one drunken man was seen that day-a. ~Irs. J. D. :\IcLean' aged .5 yrs. 9 mos. I
commitment of the saicl hills, so much of the real
young man. How horrible the sight, layay.
Important because if you propose furnishing an- estate taxed as will he sufficient to pay the !lmount
WHO'STOBLAME~
other Chamber we would warn you that there has
ing beside the treet all covered with dust,
From earth our darling one has gone
been a decided advance in the cost to manufacture
~~i~h~~~~~~~~;ei:1~~~~~;:ge i~~~~t~i 1~~:1~i~h~~-,~~~1t~!~
To brighter realms on high,
all kinds oi goods, and Chamber Sets haye ad\'ancE. S. \Vyman's store in said town, on the 12th day
\Vhere all is peace and happinessEditor
TelPjho1te :-It
appears from as hundreds of teams passed by. What a
ed in price like everything
elsl.'. But, like Parlor
of Januai-y, 1SSi, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
:,juits, as long as our present _stock holds out, we
\Vhere none are sick and die.
0
statements published in your paper, and lesson to look upon!
shall continue to sell at old pnces, and they arc E1r or~,:~r~~~~n.
~
Having passed the day very pleasantly
And though the tears unbidden flow,
hL°l()w anv other house in ::\"cw England.
A.nd
from public talk around Canton, that the
why?
you~will
ask.
B(.;cause
we
<lo
more
husincss
To part with her so young,
-j,Tt'n
fifty-second-,
French people of Gilbertville are censured and quietly, we returned to Rockland well
than any other house east of Boston at one-half the FUrrar, "fSOn-L
jpartofthc
latcJ
ocl
0
5
There is this consolation left1
as the cause of the diphtheria raging in satisfied ar.d pleased with the sights and
Hall homestead
~fPth e eJ~~;g~~:t1f </~~~s~~1~~f~J~\~~g-'~·1~~~~
'\~r~~~~
scenery of the day.
\Ve have an angel one,
!farm, less 7 acre~
our midst to-day. They are accused of beEngland, ancl the g-nods for our Portla11d store are
:,old to Xoah Hall
1
JOHX D. HODGE.
To meet us at the hea,·enly gate,
ing filthy and slack, and thereby creating
suh.towidow':s
clr
~~~~~t~: ~i~:~~~/;~1:~i o,;:orrc~::ff!~i:~, ,~~Cl~t~~:~a
$202
4·"+
·when life with us is o'er;
Lunt, Franz
The i~Lmd next
1
11
5
this most terrible disease.
I would like
.1bv Brown's for.
6 75 1 50
And joyful will the greeting be
ir~~!,sb~f ~~~i:!d'l~v~l~~~;~ ~(·~ris
:~g~:!~~
l \.Vrittenlor the CANTON
TELEPHONE.
I
Taylor,
Lester
E.
P1cce
of
~lcmd
bethe privilege of replying to some of the ac1
Upon that golden shore.
twccn \V ard land
~:1ii~:t~:;~L:\11~~~~~~~~~s'
th~ic~!:1~i~r~7 t~~a!~l~fif l~~
C'ISations. In the first place let us look at
FAITH.
.md .A. A. D.1vi:s
tween the manufacturer
and the /ohber.
This must
farm.
6 25 JOO 2.00
he plain to e,·cr~r t}1inking man t iat in buying three.
the relative number of French people as
Died at Gilbertville, of diphtheria, July quarters of a mil hon dollars worth of goods a year De.111, Irving A. llis former home.
\Ve hope we are not so "pig headed" as 14, 1886, Otis 0. Stetson. son of l\Ir. and for our three mammoth retail stores, we ought to
compared with Yankees in Gilbertville at
Ste.id.
10
550 l LOO
Oldham,
II.
R,
Hts
fo1111cr
home
huv cheaper than the 1nan who only hnys fifteen to
the present time. The number of adults not to admit the truthfulness of your quo- Mrs. C. 0. Stetson, aged IO yrs. 9 mos. twCnty
stead.
3z5 1000 20.co
thousand dollars worth.
\Vritc for sampll'S.
and 29 days.
York, James P. F01 me1 homest'd
/
and children are two French to one Yan- tations. mainly from the writings of Paul,
inc. pastur<' ,lbO\. c
kee. They would, of course, take disease whose writings taken disjointly, as you "A little while," oh true, sweet words of
H. Bray's farm.
100
725 1.1..,0
comfort!
JI.
R.
ROBI:\'SOX,
Treasurer of Peru.
from their own filth as quickly as others cite them, can be made.to prove e,·ery ism
Fill thou our souls with Christ's
own
would. Up to this date there have been under the sun, and are the prolific source
living grace,
~ix deaths from diphtheria, and who are when thus taken of much of the skepticism
That we may wait with gladness, always
Stoves, Ran~es, Oil Stoves, at old prices a few
in the Plantation
of Frt1nklin, County of Oxford
days longer.
Don't dday
in this dcpartmL'nt.
knowing
they? All Yankees!
Not a French child of the present time. And I trust I am not
rhd1t in and sec the enormous display we a,~11~t~~f1~~.t;;i;i!t
~'r"t~~~cer~~~~ ;~~f
~state of non.
"A little while," and we shall see his Come
ma.kt and if you do not want to pay ail cash we will
has been afflicted. Kow, we don't claim so thick headed as not to perceive the tenresident owners, in Plan, of Franklin,
for the year
face.
he plc;u;erl to take a quarter down and the halancc
0
1
that any particular Nationality is to blame dency and end of a faith that discourages
hy the week or hv the month.
"\Vritc for cuts of CS;;'i1~~~o~i~~~
s~kti!~::~1ek~i1~pf~:t~'~l~ li1cl\~f~~~~~tJ;
Hanges.
Come :ind sec our store.
Come and see
for the condition of things at present.
It or excuses a man from doing all in his
1SS5, h:1-sheen rct~1rned hv him to m1.:,
our stock.
Come and see om· prices. Come and day of ]~111.e,
KEEPHAMMERING
AW,AY.
,·em:1.111111g
unp:ud on the eighth clay of Apn1
see our Contract System.
,ve reccird no documents as
is a terrible misfortune,
and all should power to elevate himself and thus make
1886 bv his certificate of that date, and now remains
at City Ilall.
Come and sec all the latc~t designs
unpaic.l; and notice is hereby given that if :-;aid Lax.
unite in trying to kill it out. But please the world the better for his having lived.
in Parlor Furniture, Chamber I~'urniturc. Carpets,
cs and interest and charges
are not paid in the
The notice we have recently sent to our Rugs, 1\1ats, Lace Curtains, Turcom::i.n Curtains,
don't be too hard on the French people in Now, as to personal matters.
Having
treasury of said Plan., within eighteen months from
\Vindow
Shades, Poles, &c. Sec our Stove and the
delinquent subscriber
has been promptly
dav of commitment of the said hills, so much
town. We are all interested in the welfare what you call faith, but which I denomiRan(;{C Department.
,ve will show you the goods,
of
the
·real
estate
taxed
as
'''.iJJ
be _$utli~icnt to pay
responded to by many, and for the special give you prices and you will save that D0Jlar now the amount due thcn.:for, rncludrng·
interest and
of the place, and do all in our power to be- nate knowledge, that you could if you
char•.-l·::-, will without further nnttcc, be sold at aucnotice of some whom we yet hope to hear by coming, or write to
come good citizens.
Justice is all we ask. would, harmonize Paul's writings, as a
tin,~ ;t the schoolhou:-;c in Dist Xo. 1, in said Plan.,
from, we publish tire following from a
on the fifteenth day of Dec. 1886, at 2 o'clock in the
whole,
with
the
teachings
of
the
founder
GEORGE BRETON.
afternoon.
friend who advances his subsc,·iption
to
Gilbertville, July 14, 1886.
of the Christian religion, I asked that you
Henry Edgecomb or unknown, real c~tatc situaJan. 14, 1?88 :ted in school district ~o. 2, Lot 2, acrc·s 100, value
do so through the TELEPIIOXE. That my
$100
taxes $1 .30.
The only statement
published in the
Office of E. C. Ben.son }
.
Henry
Eclg-ecomb, or unknown, real estate situadoubts and darkness has not been di pellSupt. of Real Estate'.
1363 Tremont St.
TELEPHOXE that the above can refer to
ted in schonl district No. 2, Lot 3, acres So, value
ed, is perhaps a fault of my head, or heart,
$50,
taxes
$0.65.
•
BosTox, Mass., July 13, 1886.
reads as follows, under date of July 8th:Barnet Thorn, or unknown, lot of land hounded
E. ).;.-CARVER, Esq_,, Dear Sir :-Your
as would seem to be implied by your last
on the north hv Speckled ~fountain,
on thl.' cast by
"The local Board of Health made an of- communication.
"dun" of July 10th just received, and in
land of C.F.Gordon,
on the south hv town of Sunlficial investigation
Monday, and found a
reply I will state that I do not feel vexed
uer, on the west by town of \Voodsiock, acres mo,
value $50, t~1xes $0.63.
deplorable. state of affairs in some French
I can conceive that as God's creatures, at all, but upon the other hand. would adL. C. PUT.i"'rA:\{, Treas. of l~'"'n1nklin Plan.
families.
The State Board of Health has all we possess either naturally or acquired vise you to keep hammerin•J awa vat them
been called upon to enforce sanitary meas- proceeds from Him, and that Goel pro- in just_ this same way. I ct!: not know ho,1'.
ures."
mu~h 1s clue for it and your dun does not
duces within us whatever is good, that advise me, )rnt enclosed please find $3.00.
\Ve arc in want of a few more first-class men to
This does not impl_y that any particular
canv:L$ for the sale of choice varieties of Xurscry
there is nothing good of which Ile is not P!e~se cre?1t the same, and if more is clue
Stock.
To men who can make a success of the
Xationality is responsible for sanitary con- the author, and to IIi:-n alone all the glory I will remit at once Do not stop the pahu~incss we can pay good salaries and give :-:itcady
ditions in those families.
As for the truth belongs.
Respectfully Yours,
employment.
\Ve ha~e many new and choice specThis should, it seems to me, per.
ialties,
hoth
in the fruit and ornament.ft! line, '"...htch
E. C. BEXSO~.
of the statement published we have the make us quite humble, and to inquire how
~!~~rs do n~;t~d~eRo1Ji~~l:t~1;1~
~-~~~ren11
1
word and honor of two members of the lo- far our own temper and lives reflect our
6t 29
Mr. C. \V. Royal of Danville, Me., has
Rochester, N. Y.
cal board to back it up, and we have put belief.
sei:it to _us a Japanese newspaper.
It is
the facts in a very mild form at that. \Ve
I think it is often the case that our as- p_rmted m_Japane~e characters, with a few
1llustrations.-CA:--TO'>
Teu:commend Mr. Breton's stand in the de- su.med belief will not s~ancl the test of se- snnple
A family of 6 or 8 to board through the
PHOXE.
tense of his countrymen,
and would say vere trial. I have observed also that it is
season, in a country farm house.
None
If we_may do so without offense, we
heartily with him, give all onr French peo- much easier to find fault with our fellows
need apply but quiet people.
Address
w~uld h~e to ask if the illustrations
are Cor. Pearl & Middle
Sts
..
Portland.
MRs.
BENJ.
SMITH,
ple the rights and privileges of American than to correct our own faults. I pray I printed 111English.-R,chmond
Bee.
4-26
Box 100, Laconin,, N. H.
A Few .Doors Below tke P. 0.
citizens, so long as they recognize and may ever listen to the counsel of superior
obey the laws of our government;
and wisdom, and to those possessed of keener
Oh, no! sonny; they were printed in Branch of the Great Nassau Hall House
Furni~hing Store, Boston.
more, extend to them neighborly
friend- perceptions than myself, and not become Japan.
~~-___
In stock at the Telepl1onc Office, which
ship as far as circumstances
will permit. insolent to those whom I may consider
The weather suffered quite a chan,,e A II orders throu~h the mail prompt! Y and will be fnmishecl all pri11tecl, at Lowest
But in a time like this, when not only pub- not so highly favored, nor complacent
from the first two or three clays of l~~t
carefully attended to.
Prices.
Letter Heads, Note Heads, and
we_ek, the first few days of this ,veek being
lic health is endangered, but the lives of
all kinds hnsiness stationery.
Send now.
from being able to more clearly perceive
Ma1t11taineer.
the dear ones of our homes are being sac- the sublime heights to which your faith quite comfortable.-Gorham
1
0
At the same time in Canton the people
nfked to this fatal scourge, all should re- lifts you, always remembering
that I am
~~i~;:~:~:~
member that the great responsibility
rests no more entitled to credit tha.n the radiant suffered quite a change, and even the weaon advertising space when in Chicago, will find it on file at
ther failed to keep comfortable.
ih:::::.ti~~~d:ic~c~:;
THOMAS■
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